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FOREWORD

Higher education institutions have changed dramatically
in the past 20 to 30 years as a workplace. Essentially, an
institution is a workplace of two .:ultures: faculty and
administrators. In the past, the faculty have been the
dominant group affecting the conditions of the workplace
with administrators being subservient to the influences of the
faculty. Today the role and importance of each group has
changed considerably and each affects the other as the
institution adjusts to a rapid environmental and social
evolution.

In this report, by Ann E. Austin, Assistant Professor in
the Department of Education Administration and Higher
Education, at Oklahoma State University and Zelda F.
Gamson, Professor of Education in the Center for the Study
of Higher 'i'iducation and the Residential College at the
University of Michigan, the literature on academe as a
workplace, is carefully, examined. Starting from a postion of
reviewing the external pressures and the social structure of
colleges 'and universities, the authors then examine the work
experience of both faculty and administrators. From this
review, the authors conclude with a series of policy
implications and recommendations for future research
agendas that will prove to be most helpful as institutional
leaders strive to create a bettir balance between the needs of
those working for the institution and the demands being
placed in the institution.

Jonathan D. Fife
Director and Series Editor
ERIC Clearinghouse on Higher Education
The George Washington University
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

For many years, the quality of worklife in universities and
colleges has been seen as ideal compared to working condi-
tions in other settings. But higher education is now experi-
encing pressures from several directions that may alter its
assumed advantages for the people working in it. Under
conditions of retrenchment, decisions are being made that
may have momentous consequences for the quality of life
of those who work in higher education and therefore for
the quality and productivity of their institutions. More
complete knowledge of the work experience of those
employed in colleges and universities and greater attention
to the quality of the university or college as a workplace
could contribute to better performance.

How Do External Pressures Affect Universities and Colleges
as Workplaces?
While the growth rate of revenues to colleges and universi-
ties has slowed, necessary expenditures have been increas-
ing. With a simultaneous drop in enrollment at many insti-
tutions, economic pressures have led to salary cutbacks.
the termination of positions, and fewer available resources.
Shifts in the labor market have resulted in increased com-
petition for available positions. Diminished public support
has weakened the prestige of higher education, aad in-
creased federal and state regulations threaten institutional
autonomy.

Universities and colleges are mixed organizations, oper-
ating basically with a bureaucratic structure on the admin-
istrative side and a collegial structure on the academic side
(Baldridge 1971a, 1971b; Bess 1982; Corson 1960, 1975;
Millets 19621. This duality has complicated decision making
in colleges and universities for a long time. As current
environmental pressures require the allocation of resources
among competing groups, these internal structural tensions
are heightened. In the face of rising costs, public demands
for accountability, and a tight labor market, the collegial
structure of colleges and universities is fragmenting. As
more decision making occurs in the bureaucratic structure,
power shifts away from the faculty toward the administra-
tion. This trend toward centralization changes the culture
of colleges and universities, eroding the spirit of collegial-
ity, the informal work style, and the support for autonomy
characteristic of work within higher education.

Higher
education is
now
experiencing
pressures . . .

that may alter
its assumed
[career]
advantages.

Academic Workplace 1
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What Approach Can Be Taken to Examine Universities and
Colleges as Workplaces?
The work experience of faculty, administrators, and 'Alp-
port staff can be analyzed according to the characteristics
of their work and work environment, the extent of their

_power and autonomy, and their relationship to the institu-
tion. Though variations in work experience undoubtedly
relate to such variables as the type, size, and location of
the institution and whether the institution is publicly or
privately controlled, generalizations aboitt institutions of
diverse types are possible.

How Do Faculty Members Experience Their Work and Thel
Workplace?
Professors are professionals of a special type. In contrast
to professionals in other areas, professors have different
bodies of knowledge and responsibilities, which vary
according to their disciplines. As members of both a pro-
fession and an organization, faculty members often face
role conflicts and ambiguous demands concerning their
research and teaching. Because a close relationship exists
between the college or university where professors are
employed and the nature of their academic work, external
pressures on their institutions have considerable impact on
the worklife of faculty members (Finkelstein 1978).

The role of faculty members is characterized by long
hours and a variety of tasks (Shulman 1980). The particular
allocations of faculty members' time to teaching, research,
service, and publishing relate to the type of college or
university where they work, their discipline, their age, and
the stage of their career (Blackburn, Behymer, and Hall
1978; Ladd 1979; Pe lz and Andrews 1976). The greatest
sources of role strain for faculty are - excessive demands to
do too many discrete tasks (Baldikin and Blackburn 1981;
Bess 1982; Finkelstein 1978). As financial pressures affect
colleges and universities, professors carry heavier work-
loads and face conflicting derhands. Restricted opportunity
for growth is a major problem as well. Career paths in
universities typically have short advancement ladders and
flat salary curves (Kanter 1979). Many young scholars fail
to find secure positions, and some tenured professors
confront program cutbacks and in some cases the closure
of programs and institutions.

2



Over the last decade, professors have lost 20 percent of
their purchasing power (Anderson 1983). While this figure
varies according to the type and geographic location of the
institution and the faculty member's teaching area (Carne-
gie Council 1980). the conclusion cannot be refuted that
extrinsic rewards for professorial work are declining. It is
fortunate that such intrinsic aspects of their work as auton-
omy and freedom, intellectual exchange, and the opportu-
nity to work with students relate most strongly to faculty
members' satisfaction (Lewis and Becker 1979; McKeachie
1979). While intrinsic factors may be most important in
promoting professors' satisfaction, however, extrinsic
aspects of their work have been linked to dissatisfaction
(Finkelstein 1978). If financial remuneration drops suffi-
ciently low, faculty may express considerable dissatisfac-
tion while still valuing the intrinsic motivators.

The research on faculty members' power and participa-
tion in organizational decisions indicates that professorial
rank and credentials, institutional size, and institutional
prestige relate to the degree of professors' power and
autonomy (Baldridge et al. 1973; Cares and Blackburn
1978; Finkelstein 1978; Kenen and Kenen 1978). Current
external pressures and the responses of colleges and uni-
versities to those pressures are threatening faculty auton-
omy (Carnegie Foundation 1982). Faculty members' par-
ticipation in decision making also has declined over the last
decade, especially in community colleges. These lower
levels of faculty involvement in decision making and plan-
ning have been linked to declining morale among profes-
sors (Anderson 1983).

How Do Administrators Experience Colleges and
Universities as Workplaces?
The experience of the senior administrator is changing as
external pressures increase. Presidents feel considerable
autonomy and power and report general satisfaction with
their work. Increased state and federal regulations, how-
ever, often weaken the autonomy of campus officials
(Kauffman 1980). While lack of time always has caused
dissatisfaction, presidents are experiencing more stress as
they deal with economic and other problems (Buxton,
Pritchard, and Buxton 1976'. Deans and department chairs
are caught between the differing expectations of faculty

Academic Workplace 3
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and administrators (Booth 1982; Griffiths and McCarty
1980). As a result of greater budgetary problems and in-
creasing demands for accountability, the strains of their
positions multiply.

Middle administrators, the largest group of administra-
tors, have a peculiar role in the mixed organizational struc-
ture of colleges and universities. While they implement
policy, they seldom make policy decisions (Scott 1978).
Despite limited opportunity for advancement, low status,
and comparably low salary scales, the commitment of
middle administrators to their institutions and to higher
,education remains high. Reasons for this commitment
include the autonomy and freedom generally available in
work in higher education, the opportunity to meet interest-
ing people, and pride in the contributions higher education
makes to society (Austin forthcoming; Thomas 1978).
Their satisfaction remains quite high, too, though factors .
contributing to dissatisfaction include limited opportunities
for advancement, limited time, and insufficient resources
and staff (Scott 1978; Solomon and Tierney 977). Given
the frustrations middle administrators describe, it is sur-
prising that their reported dissatisfaction is not greater.
Perhaps the intrinsic rewards they enjoy serve as suffi-
cient compensation. But if the extrinsic characteristics de-
cline further, their commitment and satisfaction may be
threatened.

What Conclusions and Policy Recommendations Emerge
from the Study of Universities and Colleges as Workplaces?
Faculty and adMinistrators traditionally have experienced
varied, fairly autonomous work, good working conditions,
and strong psychic rewards. Centralization of power and
bureaucratization of decision making may be leading to a
decline in morale, however. Administrators are not solely
responsible for this shift. Rather, it reflects tIT limitations
of the organizational structure of many colleges and uni-
ver1sities as they have faced serious pressures from the
outside. Competition both across and within departments
means that the faculty as a corporate body cannot articu-
late their institutions' purposes or act together. This vac-
uum ensures the dominance of the bureaucratic structure.
The shift also may mean tt,it the traditionally "normative"

4.
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orientation of colleges and universities is becoming more
"utilitarian."

The conventional response has been to push the struc-
tures and the people who Work within them to the limits of
their strengths. Such an approach will not succeed, except
in the very short run. Instead, it is time that we enhance
the limited efforts within high& education and the more
extensive work in other sectors to improve organizational
practice (Kanter 1983; Naisbitt 1982; Peters and Waterman
1982). We must take special care not to squander the
strong commitment of many employees in colleges and
universities. Leaders of colleges and universities must pay
as much attention -.to the culture of their institutions as to
their finances. They must learn how to articulate their
institutions' purposes and to build structures for maintain-
ing and increasing the commitment of all employee groups.

Task and decision-making structures must be more
'collaborative. Higher education could learn from the in-
creasing attention industrial organizations are giving to
management techniques that encourage participation
(Powers and Powers 1983). Finally, programs for career
planning and employee growth must become more perva-
sive. New ideas for expanding the mobility and v..:hoices of
individuals in higher education include innovative arrange-
ments of workload, internships in government or industry,
short administrative assignments, and exchange programs
(Schurr 1980; Toombs and Marlier 1981). We must use the
best organizational research and practice so that the qual-
ity of worklife in universities and colleges can be im-
proved. In the process, so will the quality of employees'
performance.

What Are the Most Pressing Questions to Explore?
While a body of knowledge is developing about the aca-
demic institution as a workplace, further attention should
be directed to the experiences of different employee groups
in a variety of colleges and universities. Such institutional
variables as size, selectivity, and public or private support
should be considered. Much more is known about faculty
and senior administrators than about other employee
groups, particularly clerical staff, women, and part-time
and minority employees. Comparative study with other

Academic Workplace 5
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sectorsbusiness settings, government, and service agen-
ciesmay provide useful ideas for colleges and universi-
ties dealing with retrenchment.

6
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EXTERNAL PRESSURES AFFECTING THE UNIVERSITY
AND COLLEGE AS A WORKPLACE

The growth of higher education in the several decades
before the middle 1960s made universities and colleges
desirable places to work, at least for faculty members and
administrators. Steady financial support and high public
esteem encouraged the feeling that higher education stood
at the center of society. Faculty power was unparalleled,
administrative opportunity wide open.

For the last 15 years, however, several external forces
have combined to reduce the appeal of colleges and univer-
sities as work environments. Some of these forces have
affected institutional structures and milieux directly; others
have acted indirectly through their effects On the major
actorsadministrators, faculty, and staffwho most
determine the nature of work in colleges and universities.
These forces have deepened tensions that have been
present in higher education for a long time.

First is economic pressure. The extent of financial sup-
port to higher education has been important historically in
determining the atmosphere and activities of colleges and
universities. The 1950s and 1960s, the "golden years," saw
revenues for higher education increased dramatically.
From 1949-50 to 1969-70, annual revenues in constant
dollars expanded sixfold. Since 1969-70, the annual growth
rate in revenues has leveled off to 5 percent or 6 percent;
on a per-student basis, revenues have been increasing at a
rate of only 1.5 percent since 1969-70 (Boweil 1978).

For three decades, the federal government devoted huge
sums of money to financial aid for students, institutional
programs, and research; that support has been shrinking
in some categories disappearing altogether. At the same
time, state governments have restricted their support for
higher education. The increase in state appropriations for
198243 was only 6 percent above appropriations for 1981-
82. This situation is in marked contrast to the two previous
decades, when state tax appropriations increased at an
average of 14 percent per year (Magarrell 1982a).

At the same time, expenditures have been increasing.
The impact of the U.S. (and world) economy is apparent in
the widening gap between income and expenditures in
many institutions. While the rate of growth in educational
and general expenditures per student dropped in the early
1970s, the number of schools reporting expenditures ex-
ceeding income has been rising since the mid-1970s (Na-

[External]
forces have
deepened
tensions that
have been
present in
higher
education for
a long time.
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tional Center for Education Statistics 1980). The causes
include inflation, rapidly rising energy costs, a more ten-
ured and therefore more expensive faculty, and federal
programs and regulations that require new administrative
staff. In this situation, the drop in enrollments that has
already hit some institutions and is projected to hit others
very soon means greater costs per student.

Institutions have responded to this cost-income squeeze
by freezing salaries, by !imiting new construction and
physical maintenance, and by not filling vacant positions
(Mortimer and Tierney 1979). All of these measures have
affected the quality of worklife in colleges and universities.
Economic stringency, expressed in decreasing levels of
state and federal aid to higher education and increasing
costs, is the most powerful external pre,ssure for change in
the university as a workplace. Its mildest impact is seen in
fewer new pieces of equipment and careful monitoring of
expenses. Its most .severe impact translates into minimal
salary increases, program closures, and permanent layoffs.

Closely connected to these economic pressures are shifts
in the labor market. Universities and colleges are particu-
larly susceptible to an "opportunity squeeze": "More
people, including people not traditionally in the work
force, want more jobs, with better opportunity for career
growth, and more chance for participation in decisions and
power over events, at a time when the economy is not
automatically expandingand in educational systems, is
even declining" (Kanter 1981, p. 556). Fewer positions,
either for new or veteran faculty, pit more people against
one another for whatever jobs are available. The young
scholars who do manage to find positions have little assur-
ance that they will receive the tenure that will guarantee
them continuing employment. Those who already have
tenure discover that they may have traded mobility'for
security, because the tight job market limits the opportuni-
ties open to them in other academic institutions. Under
severe economic stringency, some tenured faculty may
even face losing their once-secure jobs.

Pessimists among us suggest that fully one-half of all
tenured professors are, or soon will be, locked in,
blocked, frustrated, stuck, trapped. In addition, we now
know that tenure is no protection against irrational

8



termination. There are signs that every year during the
mid-80's over 5,000 tenured professors may find their
positions eliminated. As college closings multiplyas
many as 500 could close in the next decadethe faculty

.members will not be able w count on any institutional
base for possible alternate positions. Even should these
predictions prove to be far too pessimistic, no one
doubts that we are moving into a period when many
tenured faculty will need to reevaluate their careers and
reassess their economic situation (Schutt- 1980, p. 1).

The influence of declining enrollments on the financial
difficulties of many colleges and universities, especially
those that cannot count on attracting traditional students,
has already been noted. Enrollment shifts have other
effects as well, and declining enrollments lie behind a
number of problems. "Most of the troublesome, profes-
sional, organizational, collegial, and client-related prob-
lems faced by . . . college professors are related in one way
or another to the dilemma of attracting students while
maintaining high intellectual standards" (Parelius 1981,
p. 13). Once colleges and universities had to grow to meet
the high demand for their services; now they must find
ways to stimulate enough demand. Many find themselves
analyzing their "image," looking into "marketing tech-
niques," and "packaging themselves" to appeal to new
"clienteles." Such changes undoubtedly make institutions
more responsive, but they also communicate new and
sometimes conflicting messages to their employees.

Intertwined with these economic and demographic
forces are cultural and political forces. While higher educa-
tion was hailed in the 1950s and 1960s as the answer to
everyone's problems, in the more sober 1980s it has lost
much of its special role. As a result, the professional status
of those who work in colleges and universities has de-
clined. To make matters worse, regulations tied to the
disbursement of monies from the federal government and
statewide master planning have limited institutions' capac-
ity to determine their own fates.

. The most serious problem encountered by higher
education is the cumulative impact of government inter-
vention. Taken by itself, any single action may not be

Academic Workplace
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unbearably intrusive, but the combined impact of many
actions can nearly suffocate an institution (Carnegie
Foundation 1982, p. 65).

The Carnegie Foundation report condemns state and
federal demands for greater accountability as "intrusive."
Arguing that these external demands threaten institutional
self-governance, it states that "campus leaders, from
presidents on down, feel caught in a confusing bureaucratic
web that demands accountability but provides few incen-
tives for responsible decision making" (1982, p. 67).

Because of certain structural tensions and because of
limited experience in dealing with contraction, colleges and
universities have been especially vulnerable to these exter-
nal pressures. The effect has been the erosion of some of
the qualitiesthe spirit cif collegiality, the informal work
style, the support for autonomythat university employ-
ees, particularly the faculty, have enjoyed. This aspect of
the current period of decline is only beginning to be recog-
nized in higher education, at the very time that much
attention is being given to the quality of worklife in other
sectors of the economy. The striking feature of the current
situation is that higher education, as it has been forced to
deal with severe pressures, may be moving in the opposite
directiontoward lower participation, more hierarchy, less
job security, and blocked opportunity.

10
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THE SOCIAL STRUCTURE OF COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES

While in many respects universities and colleges are simi-
lar to other organizations as workplaces. certain factors
make them unique. Universities and colleges have tradi-
tionally been viewed as comfortable, low-pressure,
"good" places to work. The special goals, purposes, and
values of universities and colleges contribute to their
distinctiveness. So does the complexity of their organiza-
tional arrangements, in which bureaucratic and collegial
structures operate simultaneously. A good deal has been
written about the social structure of colleges and universi-
ties and the ways it influences governance. This chapter
examines what makes universities and colleges unique as
workplaces, taking into consideration the impact of current
pressures.

The Unique Organizational Structure of
Colleges and Universities
For years, researchers have debated about the organiza-
tional and governance models that best describe colleges
and universities. The literature on governance in higher
education is oriented more toward the university than
other types of institutions; consequently, this section
pertains more to the university than to the smaller college
in its analysis of organizational and governance models.
While some assert that the university has a bureaucratic,
hierarchical structure, others contend that collegial rela-
tionships are more characteristic. "Loosely coupled"
(Weick 1976), "anarchic" (Cohen and March 1974), and
"political" (Baldridge 1971a, 1971b) have been used to
describe the university environment.

A number of investigators have ascribed to a bureau-
cratic model based on Max Weber's description of the
formal organization of bureaucracy. A bureaucracy is an
organization designed to meet its particular goals in the
most efficient way possible. To achieve this end, a hierar-
chical structure is established by which authority moves
downward from a chief executive office through a specified
chain of command. Within such a system, authority and
"legal rationality" are the dominant modes of interchange
rather than friendship or personal loyalty. Promotion is
awarded on the basis of competence, and payment is made
according to formal criteria.

Some assert
that the
university [is]
bureaucratic
. . . , others

collegial. . .

Academic Workplace 11
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Corson (1960, 1975) asserts that universities follow a
bureaucratic model in which the academic organization
makes academic decisions and the administrative organiza-
tion makes administrative decisions. Fixed salary scales,
academic ranks, the tenure system, and the separation of
personal and organizational property are all taken as evi-
dence of bureaucracy in higher education. Theuniversity
is a corporate person by virtue of its state charter, it has

a formal hierarchy with established (though sometimes
blurry) channels of communication and authority, it has a
formal structure of rules and regulations and of record
keeping and requirements, and decisions and problems
often lie within the domain of a particular office (Baldridge
1971a). Blau (1973) also sees bureaucratic elements in tlie
university's administrative hierarchy, formal division of
labor, and clerical apparatus.

The "collegial model" is a common alternative advanced
to describe decision making and governance within the
university (Mil lett 1962; Parsons and Platt 1968). Support-
ers of the collegial model point to an informal hierarchy
and identify the source of power within the university as
based on professional expertise rather than on official
position. According to the collegial model, the university is
best characterized as a system of informal communication
among a community of scholars. These scholars are profes-
sional equals who work together to make decisions through

group consensus (Mortimer and McConnell 1978). These
community-derived decisions are then implemented by the
administration. "Compliance in institutions committed to
high standards of scholarship and investigation is the
produ t of reciprocal relationships depending on colle-
gial associations, on the sharing of information, and on
discussions and persuasion" (McConnell and Mortimer
1971, p. 3).

Baldridge (1971a) finds the collegial model too sanitized.
The reality has a good deal more conflict in it than the
collegial model admits. While consensus may occur even-
tually about a decision, it comes at the end of considerable
dissent and jockeying. Arguing that neither the bureau-
cratic net the collegial model explains faculty strikes,
student unrest, and external pressure, Baldridge (1971a,

1971b) offers an alternative, the "political, model." Accord-
ing to this model, the university is a pluralistic organization

12 21



comprised of many diverse interest groups whose goals are
not necessarily in harmony with one another. Each group
articulates its own interests and tries to exert pressure on
those making decisions. The dynamics of decision making
depend on which groups interact and claim interest in a
given issue. Through the "dynamic political process" by
which these groups use their power and influence, deci-
sions and policies gradually emerge (Baldridge 1971a,
1971b). Conflict erupts when the customary patterns of
behavior guiding groups and positions break down.

The coexistence of collegial and bureaucratic frame-
works is anomalous: "Faculty govern themselves through
peer control and collegial norm enforcement, while staff
units commonly are structured bureaucratically and hierar-
chically. Within these groupings, then, faculty interact with
others of presumably equal status, while staff members
agree to a differentiated power status in their organiza-
tional settings" (Bess 1982, p. 120). The framework of a
college or university has "distinct architectural features"
(Corson 1979, p. 5). The staff and line employees are in a
relationship that is the reverse of what is found in business
or government; while "the staff experts, the teachers and
researchers, carry out the organization's production func-
tion," the administrators retain line authority over support
staff (Corson 1979, p. 5). Furthermore, academic employ-
ees work within a relatively flat organizational structure,
with few levels separating them from top executives, in
distinct contrast to most industrial settings.

Katz and Kahn (1978) apply their theory of five organi-
zational subsystems to colleges and universities: The
president, deans, and department chairs constitute the
managerial subsystem; the faculty the production system;
the clerical and maintenance staff the maintenance subsys-
tem; the admissions and other student support staff the
supportive subsystem; and the institutional research staff
the adaptive subsystem. An individual employee's work
within the university is formulated largely by the demands
of the subsystem of which the job is a part.

With bureaucratic and professional authority structures
existing simultaneously and with a myriad of subgroups
and individuals oriented toward their own as well as the
institution's goals, the university is inevitably laden with
conflict. Even in normal circumstances, the conflicts be-
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tween hierarchical and collegial expectations laid on top of
the loosely defined relationships between various univer-
sity and college units (Weick 1976) engender "inadequacies
in interunit and interpersonal relations in colleges and
universities that are greater than in most profit-making
organizations" (Bess 1982, p. 92). It is not clear, however,
what "normal circumstances" really are. Certainly in the
present situation of scarce resourcesa situation likely to
be normal for the next decade at leastit is clear that
many issues arising in colleges and universities have impli-
cations for the allocation of resources. The allocation of
resources inevitably engenders politics. Under certain
conditions, it also leads to the centralization of power.

The Culture of Higher Education
Another important way to understand universities and
colleges as workplaces is based on their culture. The my-
thology of academic culture portrays universities and
colleges as places in which administrators, professors, and
staff members gain satisfaction from their contributions to
the intellectual development of students and to the produc-
tion of knowledge for society. Since the mid-19th century,
novels about university life such as Loring's Two College
Friends (1871), Flandrau's Harvard Episodes (1897),

Barnes's A Princetonian: A Story of Undergraduate Life
at the College of New Jersey (1901), and Cather's The

Professor's House (1925) have supported this view.
The culture of an organization has been linked to the

kind of compliance system that characterizes the relation-
ship between subordinates and superordinates. Compliance
is "a relationship consisting of the power employed by
superiors to control subordinates and the orientation of the
subordinates to this power" (Etzioni 1961, p. xv). Compli-
ance structures differ in organizations; in general, organi-
zations can be divided into three typesnormative, utili-
tarian, and coerciveaccording to their compliance
structures. Colleges and universities are predominantly
normative, with strong utilitarian elements, especially on
the administrative side (Etzioni 1961). Reward systems in
colleges and universities are based primarily on the belief
that a university is involved in good work. Given this kind
of culture, faculty and administrators "attracted to institu-
tions of higher education will likely include individuals
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possessing much intellectual curiosity . . . [who are] willing
to trade greater rewards for a relatively free and unregi-
mented work style" (Corson 1979, p. 4).

Responses to external pressures seem to be changing the
appeal of universities and colleges. External demands for
accountability, for example. have led to a greater emphasis

con the measurement of outputs and formal evaluation. If
faculty, administrators, or staff feel that employment
policies made in response to external pressures do not
reflect a recognition of the quality of their services and of
their commitment, they may withdraw their normative
attachment to their institutions and to higher education in
general. They may come to perceive their work as more
"utilitarian" than "normative" (Etzioni1961).

Summary
Because the university'or college is a unique workplace
with both bureaucratic and collegial structures, it has built-
in tensions. While some emplo.ees, such as department
chairs and deans, live in both worlds, other employees,
such as many mid-level administrators, faculty, and nonac-
ademic clerical staff, are more clearly located in one or the
other. At times, authority centered in a particular office in
the bureaucratic structure may conflict with authority
based in the collegial structure. The collegial structure
itself has been shaped in recent years by the rapid growth
of higher education after World War II and by an "aca-
demic revolution" that has weakened institutional (as
opposed to disciplinary) loyalty (Jencks and Riesman
1968). The current pressures from the external environ-
ment heighten those tensions as resources'must be allo-
cated in new ways. The collegial structure has become so
fractured in many institutions that it can do nothing more
than provide the backdrop for departmental competition
over scarce resources. One result is that decisions nor-
mally reserved for the collegial structure are made in the
bureaucratic structure. This shift in power away from
faculty toward administrators is probably the most impor-
tant change that has occurred in higher education in recent
years. It may move the culture of colleges and universities
away from normative to more utilitarian values. And it is
undoubtedly affecting the way academic workers experi-
ence their institutions and their work.
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THE WORK EXPERIENCE OF FACULTY

The life of a professor has been portrayed as quiet and
somewhat sheltered, but whether that portrayal was ever
true is uncertain. In any case, as financial pressures and
institutional tensions make the life of the professor less
secure, "the future looks different from what most profes-
sors expected when they got into teaching" (Larkin and
Clagett 1981, p. 1). Research on the work experience of
faculty is extensive, but it is fragmented and rather unor-
ganized. This review identifies the most important charac-
teristics of the work experience of faculty members and
considers the impact of current environmental pressures
on those characteristics, including the extrinsic and intrin-

1'4-sic elements of faculty members' work, their power and
autonomy, their relationships to the institution, and the
outcomes of their work.' Table I in the appendix sum-
marizes findings concerning the work experience of fac-
ulty members.

Professionals with a Difference
Those who view college teaching as a typical profession
cite the "basic body of abstract knowledge," the "ideal of
service," the high social status, prestige, educational
credentials, and autonomy, and the peer review of profes-
sorial work (Blau 1973). In some important respects, how-
ever, professors differ significantly from other profession-
als. While the work of the academy is based on a body of
abstract knowledge, that body of knowledge differs for
each discipline. The specific responsibilities of academic
work and facult!, orientations toward research and teaching
also vary across disciplines (Finkelstein 1978). The service
ideal of the professional generally requires serving the
needs of clients through the exercise of detached, objective
expertise. Yet professors are expected to be much more
involved with their clients, especially graduate students,
than arc other professionals. Aside from students, the
clients of faculty are diffusely defined and diversepeers,
the general public, and sometimes governmental or private
funding agencies (Bess 1982; Blau 1973; Light 1974).

The professorial role also differs from other professions
in acceptable career routes. While most professions offer

'Much of the literature discussed was first analyzed in Finkelstein's
comprehensive review (1978). The particular challenges that part-time
faculty face are not included in this review.
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several possible legitimate career routes, in higher educa-
tion only one is promoted as the ideal. A graduate of law
school will be considered equally successful as a lawyer,
judge, law professor, or executive. "In the scholarly pro-
fessions, (however,] . . . new members are trained only to
be scholars, even though only a fraction of them will pub-
lish" (Light 1974, p. 16). Furthermore, more than in other
professions, it is the employing institution that defines the
professor as a professional: "A doctor is a doctor wher-
ever he may be, but a professor is a professor only if em-
ployed by a college or university. This close connection
with one type of institution means that the structure of the
institutions and the nature of academic work have always
interacted with each other" (Light 1974, p. 17). For this
reason, external pressures on colleges and universities can
profoundly affect the worklife of faculty members.

Not only are universities and colleges different from
other workplaces. The position of academic professionals
within them also has peculiar dynamics. The simultaneous
membership in a profession and an organization often leads
to role conflicts (Baldridge 1971a, 1971b; Scott 1966;
Stonewater 1977). For many faculty members, conflict
often occurs between the organization's demands for
productivity as evidenced by research and their preference
for teaching. Believing that research is the most rewarded
activity in their institutions, they are troubled if they are
not engaged in it (Hind 1969; Ladd 1979). Professors' sense
of what faculty should be doing is not in line with "what
they actually do and want to do" (Ladd 1979, p. 5). Fac-
ulty members who see good teaching as a priority for
higher education do not feel they receive encouragement
for it from colleagues, especially at research universities
(Blau 1973). Faculty often receive mixed signals about
how to allocate their energies among research, teaching,
and service to achieve tenure. Assistant professors in par-
ticular feel that criteria for review are ambiguous (Rich
and Jolicoeur 1978). The strain is greatest when research-
oriented faculty are pushed to teach and teaching-
oriented faculty are pressured to do more research (Finkel-
stein 1978).

In addition to mixed signals about priorities, the fac-
ulty's daily responsibilities add to strain. "The central
source of role conflict/strain lies in incongruous demands'

IOW

Faculty often
receive mixed
signals about
how to
allocate their
energies
among
research,
teaching, and
service. . . .
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placed upon faculty" (Finkelstein 1978, p. 309). Faculty

are often pressured by excessive demands and too many
discrete tasks (Barnard 1971; Bess 1982; Larkin and Cla-
gett 1981; Parsons and Platt 1968). Teaching load increases
role strain (Morgan 1970). The burden is apparently spread
unevenly: In Morgan's study, natural scientists had the
lowest teaching load and the least role conflict; humanities
and social science faculty carried heavier teaching loads
and experienced greater role strain.

The research on role conflict is plagued by several prob-
lems (Finkelstein 1978). The dependent variable, role
conflict, is inconsistently defined across studies. Some-
times role conflict is indexed by incompatibilities between
teaching and research, while in other studies it is defined as
the strain created by conflicting demands from the various
members of a professor's role set. Studies also differ in

how they define the members of the professor's role set;
usually students and administrators are treated inconsis-
tently. Whatever the solution to these conceptual prob-
lems, however, it is clear that as colleges and universities
offer tenure to fewer professors, how faculty should spend
their time will become a matter of great import. Economic
pressures that lead to cutbacks in clerical support, equip-
ment, and positions will mean that the remaining faculty
will have more work and therefore greater role strain.

Extrinsic Factors in Faculty Work
The sociological literature on work discusses both extrinsic
and intrinsic dimensions of jobs. Extrinsic dimensions
focus on the environment and conditions under which the

work is done. They usually include workload, working
conditions, supervisory practices, rewards, opportunity
structures, and other policies regulating the conditions of
employment. Intrinsic factors pertain more to the nature of
the work itselfhow it is done and how it affects the
employee. Among intrinsic dimensions are the variety of
different activities involved in doing the work, the degree
to which the employee performs a task-from beginning to
end, the autonomy the individual has in doing the work,
the responsibility involved, and the amount of feedback
concerning performance that the employee receives. This
section analyzes the extrinsic aspectsof faculty work,
focusing especially on workloi-d and activities, opportunity
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structure, and reward structure. The following section
focuses on the intrinsic aspects of faculty work.

Activities and workload
In recent years, as universities and colleges have been
pressured to cut costs, the study of faculty workload has
received considerable attention. Increasingly, "higher
education is recognized as a contracting industry experi-
encing the full impact of the'problems of today's economic
workplace. . . . These pressures .. . are compelling college
managers to.seek ways of reducing personnel costs, while
at the same time striving to deliver a quality output within
a labor-intense framework" (Douglas, Krause, and Wino-
gora 1980, p. 1). The literature on faculty workload in-
cludes quantitative studies, such as analyses of credit
hours taught, contact hours, and student full-time equiva-
lent credit hours produced, as well as faculty members'
reports of their own activities (Ladd 1979; Parsons and
Platt 1968; Shulman 1980; Wendel 1977; Willie and Steck-
lein 1981; Yuker, 1974).

A common theme in studies of faculty workload is that
professors are engaged in a wide variety of tasks. As al-
ready noted, excessive demands to perform discrete tasks
are the greatest source of role strain for faculty members
(Baldwin and Blackburn 1981; Barnard 1971; Bess 1982;
Larkin and Clagett 1981; Morton 1965; Parsons and Platt
1968; Wendel 1977). While variety is important for mean-
ingful, satisfying work in less skilled jobs (Hackman and
Oldham 1980), too many different responsibilities may
threaten those in highly skilled jobs.

It would appear that college instructors are asked to do
many different things and need to spend long hours to
accomplish those tasks. If the concerned publics are
interested in getting the most out of the professor, they
may need to give serious consideration to the problem
. . . that many professors work at a lower level of effi-
ciency because they are doing too many things (Wendel
1977, p. 84).

As faculty and staff positions are cut, fewer professors will
be required to handle more responsibilities, a requirement
that will increase pressures on faculty members' time.
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Faculty members report average work weeks of between
44 and 55 hours (Ladd 1979; Shulman 1980; Wendel 1977).
Faculty activities have always been divided between teach-
ing and scholarship, with service activities more an after-
thought. Students of higher education have classified
professors as academics with professional orientations or
academics with organizational orientations (Lazarsfeld and
Thielens 1958), as scholars or educators (Wilson 1964), or
as cosmopolitans or locals (Gouldner 1957, 1958). Issues of
classification aside, it is clear that the great majority of
faculty members express a preference for teaching. When
asked to identify themselves as "scholars"/"scientists"/
"intellectuals" or as "teachers"/"professionals," 70 per-
cent of all faculty members chose the second group of
categories (Ladd and Lipset 1975, 1977). Among respon-
dents from two-year colleges, 93 percent chose the teacher
role, while the figure for faculty in research universities
was 50 percent (Ladd 1979).

In 1977, 47 percent of professors spent more than 10
hours teaching each week, 30 percent had 13 or more hours
in the classroom, and only 17 percent spent four hours or
less in class (Ladd 1979). The allocation of time is related
to the type of institution, with faculty at elite institutions
spending less time teaching than faculty at less prestigious
institutions (Fulton and Trow 1974; Parsons and Platt 1968;

Shulman 1980; Willie and Stecklein 1981; Wilson 1964). At
two-year institutions, 70 percent of faculty time was de-
voted to teaching activities, while the comparable figure at
four-year colleges was approximately 50 percent and at
doctoral-granting institutions 33 percent (Shulman 1980).
The median percentage of faculty members' time spent on
such activities in 1980 at four-year institutions was 60

percent compared to 80 percent at community colleges .

(Willie and Stecklein 1981). A random sample of 75 faculty
members at eight California institutions of different types
found that 95 percent of junior college faculty spent 75

percent or more of their time on teaching activities com-
pared to 30 percent of the faculty members at doctoral-.
granting universities (Rich and Jolicoeur 1978).

University faculty members, however, devote greater
proportions of time to research than do faculty at other
types of institutions. Less than one-quarter of a group of
respondents had published extensively (defined as 20 or
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more articles or three or more monographs), and more
than one-half had published "nothing or very little" (Ladd
and Lipset 1977). Only 28 percent of the respondents from
major research universities published "very little" or not
at all, however, in contrast to 87 percent of the faculty
from two-year colleges (Ladd 1979). Fifty-five percent of
university faculty spent half or more of their time on re-
search, while the comparable figure among junior college
faculty studied was 3 percent (Rich and Jolicoeur 1978).
Faculty in doctoral-granting institutions spent between 50
and 100 percent more time on research and graduate train-
ing than did faculty at other types of institutions (Baldridge
et al. 1978).

At elite institutions, faculty members active in research
were also likely to be involved in administration; those not
active in research were less active in administration
(Fulton and Trow 1974). Allocation of time for teaching did
not vary according to research orientation in elite institu-
tions. In contrast, at lower-quality institutions, professors
who were not active researchers were more likely to take
administrative roles. These less active researchers also
spent more time teaching/than their research-oriented
colleagues. Perhaps the faculty role at high-quality institu-
tions may be more "integrated," while at lower quality
institutions, research and teaching are more likely to be
distinct, thus causing a more "fragmented" role for faculty
(Fulton and Trow 1974).

While such comparisons Of faculty members' activities
have been made across institutional types, very little
research has focused on differences in activities among
disciplines. Rich and Jolicoeur (19_78) did observe that
faculty in education and the fine arts, which "focus on
individual instruction, have the greatest preference for and
the most time involved in teaching" (p. 440). While more
than half of the faculty respondents in these areas pre-
ferred teaching over research, only 29 percent in the natu-
ral sciences and 38 percent in professional studies pre-
ferred teaching.

The age of the individual and stage in one's career ap-
pear to yelate to the way faculty members allocate their
time and to their productivity. Professors' interests shift
from research to teaching with increasing age (Fulton and
Trow 1974). Comparing professors aged 31 to 35 with those
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aged 56 to 60, Fulton and Trow found that the percentage
who identified themselves as "exclusive teachers" dou-
bled, while those who selected the term "strong re-
searcher" declined by half. While orientation toward
teaching may increase with age, the amount of time actu-
ally devoted to class preparation appears to decline as
faculty members move up in rank (Thompson 1971). Pro-

ductivity as measured by publication follows a saddle-

shaped curve (Blackburn, Behymer, and Hall 1978; Pe lz

and Andrews 1976). While the young professor spends

considerable time in research, this productivity drops as
associate professorship is reached and rises again when full
professorship is reached. The third component of faculty
work, service, appears to increase over the years. Faculty
members appear to get more involved in service activities
as they become more comfortable with their teaching
responsibilities and less pressured by demands for scholar-
ship (Baldwin and Blackburn 1981).2

"Internalized standards of professional performance
strongly affect faculty members' use of their time" (Finkel-
stein 1978, p. 246). Although four-fifths of the faculty at
Stanford felt research was most im- ortant in the determi-
nation of rewards, they spent most of their time on teach-
ing activities (Hind 1969). Similarly, perceptions of what

was rewarded were independent of faculty members'
allocation of their time and effort (Borland 1970). Borland
concluded that faculty choose what they want to do, which

then affects the institution's goals and workload assign-

ments. Professors' "self-expectations" explained 30 to 40

percent of the variance in time allocation among teaching,
research, and administrative work, while the organization'
expectations, as reflected in the workload assignment,

explained only 9 to 30 percent of the variance. Expecta-
tions of colleagues and chairs explained 0 percent to 3

percent (De Vries 1970).
The impact of the work assignment appears to vary with

the degree of control faculty exercise (Finkelstein 1978).

"In those cases where control over work load is high, self-
expectations dominate; in those situations where it is
lower, faculty activity patterns are more likely to be sub-

2McKeachie (1983) summarizes the research on the effects of aging on
faculty members' productivity and offers ideas for enhancing the produc-

tivity of older faculty members.
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ject to the independent effect of work load assignment"
(Finkelstein 1978, p. 246). New Ph.D.'s spent more time in
teaching and research than did more established faculty
members (Klapper 1967), which may be explained by the
fact that young profe-Ssors have less control over their
work assignments (Finkelstein 1978). Most of these studies
(except Klapper's) have been conducted at research-
oriented institutions. While less systematic information
is available on time allocation and control at lower-
quality institutions, it is possible that the way such faculty
members spend their time is subject to greater institu-
tional control than at higher-quality institutions (Finkel-
stein 1978).

Several recent comparative studies suggest that many
faculty, while they may continue to prefer teaching, feel an
increasing need to publish. Dedication to good teaching
continues, but professors at all institutional types indicate
more interest in doing research (Rich and Jolicoeur 1978).
Among the California junior college faculty studied, for
example, 44 percent reported that they had an interest in
research, though only 16 percent preferred research over
teaching. In another study, faculty reported spending less
time on research activities in 1980 compared to 1968, but
they published more (Willie and Stecklein 1981). A reason-
able interpretation of this finding is that the tighter aca-
demic employment market, the steady state of enrollment,
and the decline of resources are forcing faculty members to
publish their work more regularlyand perhaps more
quickly-.than they did in the past. The trend toward a
greater emphasis on publishing could have long-term
implications for colleges and universities:

$vill he interesting to see tvhether the institutional
milieu will socialize future academicians into the prevail-
ing norms, thus maintaining the large traditional differ-
ences between types of colleges, or whether the influx of
research-oriented faculty, coupled with pressures from
professional disciplines, will tend to lessen these differ-
ences and thereby bring about the ascendancy of disci-
pline-oriented cosmopolitan values over institution-
oriented local values (Rich and Jolicoeur 1978, p. 443).

Faculty workload is becoming a significant issue as
universities and colleges try to do more with less. The
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development of allocating workload according to differ-
ences in discipline, institutional type, and teaching level is
a pressing challenge.

In the I98q's, workload will develop a dual meaning in
institutional terms. It will retain its meaning of how
many hours faculty work and what that figure suggests
in view of the institution's need for effectiveness and
efficiency. In addition, workload will refer to working
conditions for faculty in which the kind or quality of
workload is linked to faculty and institutional renewal
(Shulman 1980, p. 11).

Opportunity structure
A concept that has been receiving attention in the sociolog-
ical literature in recekit years is the structure of opportunity
within work organizations. Opportunity is a key variable
that determines the.iature of individuals' work experience.
Workers can be divided into "the moving," those who
expect to move to whigher level, and "the stuck," those
who perceive only a short job ladder with little chance for
mobility (Kanter 1977, 1979). Individuals who see them-
selves as "stuck" develop lower aspirationS and feel lower
self-esteem than "the moving." Feeling little attachment to
their work, the stuck tend to disengage themselves, becom-
ing "psychic," if not actual, dropouts. The stuck are likely
to take few risks, look to peer groups or outside the organi-
zation for personal attachments to protect their self-esteem,
and express dissatisfaction through griping and resistance
to change.

The moving, in contrast, take satisfaction from their
work and have high aspirations. They assess their skills
and abilities highly and work hard because they see poten-
tial rewards for their efforts. The moving form political.
bonds with individuals higher in the organizational struc-
ture and identify with those who hold power. When they
have a grievance, they are likely to express themselves
directly.

Kanter's hypotheses relate degree of opportunity to the
person's entire work experience. Career paths within the
university have short advancement ladders, flat salary
curves, and limited career paths (Kanter 1979). Growth
within a job in higher education often comes through new
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responsibilities or a title change rather than a promotion.
Higher education is characterized by a "pyramid squeeze"
(Kanter 1979); that is, there are few jobs at the top to
which employees can aspire. The difficult current eco-
nomic situation also contributes to the tight job market
and adds to the frustration of those wishing to move up.
These various characteristics and factors suggest that fac-
ulty and staff may be prone to a sense of being "stuck."
Within the academic community, the assumption continues
that 'a good man will take care of himself.' Meanwhile,
the failure to provide significant mid-career opportunities,
including avenues for beginning new careers, eats at the
heart of the academic enterprise" (Kanter 1979, cited in
Schurr 1980, p. 2).

The problem involves professors and scholars of several
types: (1) secure faculty members who feel stuck; (2)
tenured faculty whose programs are being terminated but
who might be placed in other positions within the institu-
tion; (3) tenured faculty in institutions that are closing; and
(4) scholars unable to secure a position in a university or
college (Keyfitz 1975; Schurr 1980). With fewer academic
positions available, "a displacement process occurs by
which Ph.D.'s from the more highly reputed institutions
take the jobs that in an earlier time would have gone to
graduates of less illustrious schools, and the latter then
have to drop down to undergraduate teaching, perhaps in
junior colleges" (Keyfitz 1975, p. 8). This domino-like
effect means that many scholars are holding faculty posi-
tions with responsibilities different from their preferences,
while other scholars cannot secure positions at all.

Limited opportunity varies according to institutional.
type, regional economic situation, and faculty members'
personal circumstances (Schurr 1980). Faculty at commu-
nity colleges or at research universities are not affected by
limited opportunity as much as those at the "second level
state universities and colleges" and the "nonelitist private
colleges," where faculty are pressured to do research while
also carrying heavy teaching loads (Schurr 1980, p. 6).

The reasons many tenured faculty in this . . . grthip of
institutions feel stuck is that they do not perceive their
careers to be open-ended. They find themselves confined
to a f i x e d "track" in a closed educational system. Fac-

Growth . . .
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ulty members wlz have been trained to think individu-
ally, even in isolation, have this self - definition reinforced
by institutional policies which define faculty obligations
in terms of specialized competencies and assigned
courses (Schurr 1980, p. 67).

Limited opportunity is especially severe for faculty at geo-
graphically isolated institutionsand at institutions located
in areas of economic depression. In those situations, avail-
able nonacademic jobs may be few. Faculty members at
institutions experiencing financial difficulties are also
among those most likely to face this problem. In relation-
ships involving two people with,careers, professors often
face additional,. usually painful, choices involving not only
themselves.

"Expanding career horizons for professors 'is probably
inseparable from revitalizing their educational environ-
ments" (Schurr 1980, p. 8). Only a few programs deal with
the problem directly. The best program, in Schurr's opin-
ion, is Loyola University's "Career Development Pro-
gram," underwritten by the Fund for the Improvement of
Postsecondary Education. This program addresses the
needs of professors who are institutionally "stuck" by
providing workshops, internships, and counseling. While
some New England and Great Lakes area universities offer
programs to deal with the problem, the national picture
reflects little planning or innovation. An important aspect
of the problem could be approached indirectly, as Schurr
suggests, by paying greater attention to the effects of
changes in educational environments on the faculty. Thus,
for example, participation in new forms of teaching and
research that make use of, but go beyond, disciplinary
boundaries seems to be one important source of vitality for
faculty (Gaff 1983; Gamson forthcoming). These efforts do
not speak to the problems of terminated faculty members,
who have been largely ignored. As it threatens the commit-
ment to and vitality of the academic profession, the prob-
lem of restricted opportunity for faculty deserves special
attention in institutions and national policy circles (Her-
man, McArt, and Belle 1983; Rice 1980).

Reward structure
Faculty members are bound to their institutions as much
by intrinsic rewardsthe nature of their work as teachers
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and researchers and their interactions with colleagues and
studentsas by extrinsic rewards like salary and benefits
(Lewis and Becker 1979). In fact, intrinsic factors may be
most important in promoting faculty members' satisfac-
tion. Nevertheless, the extrinsic factor of salary has been
"-'-ed to dissatisfaction and, given recent trends, has
become a significant problem for faculty members.

Compensation for faculty has dropped in comparison to
cost-of-living increases over the last decade (Carnegie
Council 1980). While the average faculty salary has in-
creased 72.9 percent over the last decade and faculty
members of all ranks at all types of institutions earned an
average salary of $23,650 in 1980-81. average salaries
would have been $29,345 if they had increased at the rate
of the cost of living (Magarrell 1981). Faculty have lost 20
percent of their purchasing power in the last 10 years
(Anderson 1983). It is also significant that faculty compen-
sation has dropped compared to the average compensation
for civilian employees (Carnegie Council 1980). When
comparisons are made between professors, the decline in
faculty salaries in recent years is very apparent. For exam-
ple, while dentists and professors earned similar salaries in
1940, dentists earned 175 percent more than professors in
1980 (Anderson 1983).

Because the drop in salaries relates to declining and
shifting enrollments (Carnegie. Council 1980), "some fac-
ulty members will be more affected than others: those in
the East and North, in comprehensive colleges, in leSs
selective four-year liberal-arts colleges, in doctorate-
granting universities, in the humanities, in nontenured
ranks, and in closing and merging institutions" (Bucher
1981, p. 22). Compensation varies according to institutional
type, with faculty at doctoral-granting universities earning,
on the average, the highest salaries. In 1980-81, the aver-
age salary for faculty at all ranks at private doctoral-granting
universities was $27,930, compared to $24,290 at private,
nonchurch-related institutions, $24,150 at public insti-
tutions, $19,450 at church-related institutions, and $14,440
at church-related junior colleges (Magarrell 1981). The
average salary for faculty members at all levels in two- and
four-year universities and colleges for 1982-83 was
$27,430. The average faculty salary at universities was
$31,010, compared to $23,700 at two-year colleges and
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$22,890 at undergraduate four-year institutions (AAUP
1983).

-When compensation at public and private institutions is
compared, faculty members at public institutions earn
higher salaries, on the average. Full professors as well as
faculty members at all levels in business and management,
engineering, and computer science earn, on the average,
however, somewhat higher salaries at private institutions
than at public ones (Jacobson 1983). In fact, salaries differ
by discipline across many types of institutions. In 1982,
new assistant professors in business, computer sciences,
and engineering received salaries several thousand dollars
higher than the average salary of new assistant professors
at state colleges, while new assistant professors in foreign
languages, history, and English were paid about $2,000
lower than the average (Chronicle 1982).

Using data from Ladd and Lipset's 1975 survey of the
professoriate, Marsh and Dillon (1980) examined the rela-
tionship between faculty members' activities and the re-
ward system. They found a positive relationship between
amount of research and base salary and supplemental
income, and between departmental and institutional in-
volvement and base salary. In contrast, teaching activities
were negatively correlated with both amount of base salary
and supplemental income: Indeed, "base salary was more
negatively correlated with hours spent teaching than it was
positively related to numbers of books published" (p. 551).
Their conclusion that teaching is not rewarded in higher
education is consistent with the results of a 1973 survey in
which a negative correlation was found between faculty
salaries and amount of time spent teaching (McLaughlin,
Montgomery, and Mahan 1979).

Research on salary and compensation is a complex
matter, and few good models compare institutions (Batsche
1981). Nevertheless, the available data clearly demonstrate
that the extrinsic rewards of faculty work, as expressed by
salary level, haye become less attractive over the last
decade, and this trend i3 likely to continue for at least
another decade (Carnegie Council 1980). While-the particu-
lar combinations of attractive extrinsic and intrinsic re-
wards vary for faculty at different tyoes of institutions
(Smart 1978), all faculty are affected to some extent by the
steady drop in financial compensation.
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Intrinsic Dimensions in Faculty Work
Studies of faculty work "have focused on the outcomes of
performance, rather than the explanation of actual per-
formance behaviors. Thus, the study of research activity is
virtually synonymous with the study of research productiv-
ity, as is teaching activity with teaching effectiveness"
(Finkelstein 1978, p. 334). Studies of faculty members'
satisfaction shed some light on the intrinsic factors in
faculty work, however. Various studies of faculty mem-
bers' satisfaction indicate that intrinsic aspects of their
work are more important to faculty members than extrinsic
motivators (McKeachie 1979). The intrinsic dimensions of
faculty members' work that traditionally are important to
faculty members, at least in terms of contribution to satis-
faction, are autonomy and freedom (Eckert and Stecklein
1961; French, Tupper, and Mueller 1965; Gustad 1960; Pelz
and Andrews 1976), intellectual interchange (Eckert and 'r
Stecklein 1961; Gustad 1960), and the opportunity to work
with students (Eckert and Stecklein 1961; Wilson, Woods,
and Gaff 1974).

Hackman and Oldham's model of job structure (1980),
though it has been applied to academic work only recently
(Bess 1981, 1982), could be very useful in clarifying the
intrinsic nature of faculty members' work. Three "critical
psychological states"experienced meaningfulness of
work, experienced responsibility for outcomes of the work,
and knowledge of the actual results of the work activities
contribute to such outcomes as motivation, satisfaction,
quality performance, and low turnover. Five "core job
characteristics"si:ill variety, task identity, task signifi-
cance. autonomy, and feedbacklead to these three psy-
chological states (Hackman and Oldham 1980). Skill variety
refers to the variety of different activities involved in a job
(p. 78). Task identity is defined as "the degree:to which a
job requires completion of a 'whole' and identifiable piece
of work, that is, doing a job from beginning to end with a
visible outcome" (p. 78). Task significance refers to the
extent to which "the job has a substantial impact on the
lives of other people" (p. 79). Autonomy refers to the
degree of "freedom, independence, and discretion" that
the job involves (p. 79). Feedback concerns the degree to
which the job provides the employee with information
about his or her effectiveness (p. 80).
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Skill variety is fairly characteristic of the day-to-day
work of;faculty members. With responsibilities for re-
search, teaching, and service, a professor can move from
one activity to another when feeling the need for variety.
Over a longer cycle, however, as opportunities for mobility
decrease and pressures for productivity increase, faculty
may find themselves doing the same things year after year.
Those faculty seeking to increase their scholarly work for
intrinsic reasonsnot simply to meet the requirements of
promotions committeesmay feel the need to increase
variety. Certainly, faculty development and retraining
programs are attempts to encourage skill variety (while
also broadening the pool of faculty available to perform
highly demanded tasks in their institutions). The question
of skill variety, then, is a complicated one. Objectively, it
appears that academic work involves a good deal of vari-
ety. Subjectively, however, faculty members may experi-
ence it differently when they realize that they may be stuck
in their institutions tbr the rest of their careers. Kanter's
analyses (1977, 1978, 1979) of the opportunity and power
structures within organizations imply, however, that efforts
on the part of institutions to increase variety may be re-
sisted by some faculty precisely because they feel stuck
and embraced by others because they feel they have op-
portunities. In other words, as with many things, those
who need it most want it least.

The solution to this dilemma lies in the degree to which
faculty feel they have power over the things that matter to
them. If workers feel they have control over their own
work, the structure of broader institutional governance is
not as important:

The type of control that is most important for alienation
. . . is control, not over the product, but over the process
of one's work. Ownership. hierarchical position, and
division of labor have less effect on workers' feelings of
alienation than do closeness of supervision, routiniza-
lion, and substantive complexity (Kohn 1976, pp.
126-27).

Faculty members' work has had considerable autonomy,
especially in the past three decades. College teachers and
researchers traditionally have been free to determine what
they teach and study and how they go about it. Whether or
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not this autonomy is on the decline requires empirical
testing, but there is no question that faculty members'
influence on institutional policies is on the wane (Magarrell
1982b). If Kohn is correct in saying that workers are more
concerned about immediate job characteristics than institu-
tional ones, the problem may not be serious. Recent stud-
ies of faculty members' reactions as the balance of power
shifts away from them. however, point to problems of
declining morale (Anderson 1983; Cares and Blackburn
1978; Larkin and Clagett 1981). Given their professional
status and their assumption of the right to participate in
institutional governance on the basis of their expertise,
faculty members may care as much about their institutional
power as about their immediate job autonomy. This issue
is complex, reflecting the coexistence of bureaucratic and
collegial structures as well as the interdependenc 4- pro-
fessors' work and institutional policies.

Hackman and Oldham's concept of task identity, the
degree to which a task involves following a project from
start to finish, is somewhat difficult to assess in terms of
faculty members' work. In one sense, a single instructor
contributes only a small part to a student's development
(Bess 1982). But in another sense, teaching a course in-
volves organizing material on a particular topic into a
package that can be studied in a term. From this perspec-
tive, teaching appears to have a high degree of "whole-
ness" or "task identity." Similarly, while faculty research
may continually open new questions, the steps involved
and the point of closure for any piece of research are under
the control of the investigator. All told, task wholeness
seems quite-strong in the faculty member's work.

The degree of feedback in professors' work is hard to
determine. The outcomes of teaching are notoriously
difficult to assess, especially in the short-term designs that
most researchers use, although' recent efforts to measure
the outcomes of education are attempting to do better
(Forrest 1981; Whitla 1977; Winter, McClelland, and Stew-
art 1981). Despite difficulties in such assessments, profes-
sors do get some feedback from students' reactions to their
lectures and from the results of examinations and her
student work. Similarly, any immediate reFlAis fl ern ser-
vice provide some degree of feedback, thougf'
effectiveness of service is as difficul, to assess .21s is teach.
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ing. Research offers different sorts of feedb,ick from teach--
ing and service. Research activity does not provide much
daily feedback unless it is-conducted with others, but
faculty receive feedback about their research from col-
leagues' reactions to professional presentations, reviewers'
critiques, and ultimately publishers' decisions. How com-
morilitis fol- faculty to work with others on a scholarly
projedt4ompared with the solitary way most teach. is a
subject worthy of some study, because it maybe one
source of greater.vitality for them (Gaff 1983; Gamson
forthcoming).

Studies of teaching and research, while plentiful,, beg the
question of significance in their emphasis on-fhe-rneasure-
ment of productivity. Faculty members must assurie-that
their contributions through research, teaching, and service
are _ant. The difficulty of evaiZting specific out-
come f r work, however, also complicates the issue
of sig, tc In an important sense, the whole enterprise
of higher education is an assessment of the "task signifi-
cance" of scholarly work. The study of this as well as
other intrinsic dimensions of all three components of fac-
ulty workteaching, scholarship, and servicehas been
neglected and requires considerable research.

Faculty Power and Participation in Organizational Decisions
"Formal binding power may lie with the administrator or
the trustees, but a great deal of policy is :nitiated, formed,
suggested or more generally influenced by the faculty"
(Platt and Parsons 1970, p. 160). Faculty members, in fact,
have more influence than power, influence that follows
from their status as professionals rather than from their
hierarchical position. Because their expertise legitimizes
their claim to participation. it is not surprising that faculty
members exert most influence on academic appointments
and curriculum and least influence on financial matters
(Baldridge et al. 1973; Kenen and Kenen 1978; Mortimer,
Gunne, and Leslie 1976). Even in highly specialized de-
partments where the faculty exercise considerable control
over courses, selection of colleagues, and promotions and
tenure, "the power of budget allocation is still reserved to
the administrators" (Baldridge et al. 1973, p. 538).

According to a large survey of the late 1960s and early
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1970s, faculty members perceived a "triumvirate 'of admin-
istration, department chairmen, and senior faculty . . .

running the academic side of the institution, with senior
faculty being replaced by trustees in matters of financial
policy" (Kenen and Kenen 1978, p. 116). Senior faculty mem-
bers were considered most influential. junior professors rela-
tively powerless. Women faculty were perceived to be
similar in influence to junior faculty except when they held
high ranks (Kenen and Kenen 1978). A positive relation-
ship existed between rank and credentials of faculty members
and their influence (Ross 1977). Administrators perceived
that "faculty influence over faculty appointments is posi-
tively related to productivity" (Ross 1977, p. 211). The rela-
tionship between rank and credentials with power strongly
supports the assertion that status is the key determinant of
faculty members' influence and power.

Many' studies show that an institution's size and com-
plexity are strongly related to faculty members' autonomy
and power (Baldridge et al. 1973; Blau 1973; Bolabd 1971;
Caplow and McGee 1958; Demerath, Stephens, and Taylor
1967; Kenen and Kenen 1978; Ross 1977; Stonewater
1977). Defining professional autonomy as "the ability of
the faculty to set institutional goals and to structure the
organization to maximize professional concerns,"
Baldridge et al. (1973) found larger institutions to have
"more professional autonomy, fewer bureaucratic con-
straints, more individual influence for the academic profes-
sional, and greater freedom for disciplinary departments"
(p. 536). One interpretation of this finding is that larger
institutions have more specialized units. FacultytIn such
institutions therefore have a greater claim to external
recognition and therefore to more power. Faculty at large
universities are also engaged in research requiring direct'
negotiation with funding agencies, which gives them
greater autonomy within their institutions (Caplow and
McGee 1958; Demerath, Stephens, and Taylor 1967). An-
other explanation is that at larger institutions, the ratio of fac-
ulty to administrator is lower and the administration is thus
less able to exert control over the faculty (Blau 1973).

Numerous studies indicate that faculty at more presti-
gious institutions exercise greater power and have more
autonomy (Baldridge et al. 1973: Ecker 1973; Kenen and
Kenen 1978; Light 1974; Parsons and Platt 1968). Again,

Faculty at
more
prestigious
institutions
exercise
greater power
and have
more
autonomy.
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expertise seems to be the key variable. Faculty members
at more prestigious institutions are likely to be recognized
as experts in their areas of study. Because a department's
reputation outside the institution is its source of power,
"institutional and departmental authority is more collegial
at professional schools and more hierarchical as one moves
down the academic procession" (Light 1974, p. 21). When
faculty appointments and promotions are to be decided,
institutional quality is a major factor in determit.ing the
influence faculty will have. In the areas of financial and
educational policy, however, differences in institutional
quality do not seem as important (Finkelstein 1978, p. 316).

While a number of studies link institutional size, com-
plexity, and quality to greater autonomy and power of
faculty, not as much is known about differences in faculty
members' power and participation according to institu-
tional types. Based on data from the late 1960s and early
1970s, faculty members' influence "is deemed to be higher
at public universities and private nondenominational insti-
tutions than at public colleges and denominational institu-
tions" (Kenen and Kenen 1978, p. 121; see also Cares and
Blackburn 1978).

External pressures and institutional responses to them
may threaten professors' autonomy in the 1980s. "The
ever-increasing role of outside agencies in campus matters

gradually wearing down internal governance structures"
(Carnegie Foundation 1982, p. 89). Faculty power and
participation are endangered: "Traditional structures do
not seem to be working well. Faculty participation has
declined. . . . The breakdown of campus governance is
perhaps an all too predictable reaction to hard times. Life
on a campus in retrenchment becomes tense" (Carnegie
Foundation 1982. p. 74). A decade ago, faculty in larger
schools may have experienced greater autonomy because
institutional size acted as a "buffer" and insulation against
environmental pressures and demands (Baldridge et al.
1973, p. 545). Today, however, faculty at even large institu-
tions are feeling the effects of these pressures. The Insti-
tute of Higher Education at Columbia University recently
completed a study of financial and educational trends in
American higher education during the 1970s (Anderson
1983). The report used financial data collected for five
academic years between 1967-68 an 1979-80 as well as
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faculty survey data collected in the late 1960s and early
1970s and again in 1979-80. Analyses of these data
showed, overall, a sharp decline in faculty members'
participation in governance. The proportion of faculty who
believed that their campuses were characterized by the
concept of "shared authority," with decisions determined
jointly by the faculty and administration, declined from 64
percent in 1970 to 44 percent in 1980. While 52 percent of
the respondents in 1970 agreed that faculty were widely
involved in decisions about how the institution was run,
only 45 percent believed it in 1980. Such changes, how-
-ever, were not the same across all institutional types.
Public research and doctoral universities and public com-
prehensive universities remained quite stable on these
measures. Faculty at community colleges, on the other
hand, reported a great decline in their participation in
governance. The general conclusion of the study was that
"campuses were governed less 'democratically' at the end
of the decade than they were at the beginning" (Anderson
1983, p. 83).

It is not yet known the extent to which faculty members
want to participate in decision making (Marshall 1976;
Stonewater 1977: Touraine 1974). These questions should
be considered: "How strong is the desire of faculty to
participate in the actual shaping of policy? Is it likely that
even those who sense and resent power would eschew this
high degree of involvement and opt only to be able to
challenge policies as issues arise on an ad hoc basis?"
(Marshall 1976, p. 11). In answering these questions, care
should be taken to distinguish among power, influence,
autonomy, and participation, terms often used interchange-
ably and uncritically in the literature. Faculty usually
recognize the differences, however. Some may resist
participating in university committees because they want
to be left alone to do their own work with a minimum of
institutional interference; they value their autonomy.
Others may feel that participation does not lead either to
influence or power. Still others may prefer informal influ-
ence to formal participation. If participation and power
are linked to faculty members' success and satisfaction and
if lack of power is reUed to stress, then the current de-
cline in instructors' participation could have serious nega-
tive effects.
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Relationship to the Organization: Goal Congruence and
Loyalty
The congruence between faculty members' goals and those
of their institutions and the loyalty and commitment of
faculty members to their universities and colleges are as
yet largely unstudied. Because institutional goals are di-
verse, ambiguous, and sometimes contradictory (Baldridge/
et al. 1978; Cohen and March 1974; Kerr 1963), faculty
often experience conflicting messages about which activi-
ties will be rewarded. Young faculty find that the institu-
tions in which they manage to find jobs do not pilvide the
conditions for carrying on the research they are equired to
produce for tenure. At the other extreme, facul y members
who prefer teaching recognize that theirinstit tions reward
scholarship. While faculty members may agr e wit tii the
general goals of their institutions and feel q to loya the
potential for conflicts on particular issues i fairly hiq.

Several studies of faculty loyalty (Blau 073; Kenen\
1974; Lewis 1967; Nandi 1968; Parsons and Platt 1968;
Razak 1969; Spencer 1969) point toward the conclusion
that institutional loyalty depends on a faculty member's
status in the institution, the profession, and the discipline
(Finkelstein 1978). As status increases (as measured by
age, length of service, rank, and tenure), loyalty to the
institution increases. Organizational loyalty and profes-
sional commitment, however, appear to vary indepen-
dently (Razak 1969). Senior professors actively involved in
research can therefore express strong commitment to both
the institution and the discipline. Faculty members at the
highly prestigious, research-oriented institutions identify
strongly with their discipline, by participating in profes-
sional associations, and with their departmental and insti-
tutional colleagues (Blau 1973; Parsons and Platt 1968).

The commitment of employees is crucial to the success
of any organization; it could be a determining factor in the
ability of colleges and universities to cope successfully
with problems of finances and enrollment. Among the
reasons for leaving an institution are negative assessments
of administrative policy, perceptions of a deteriorating
work situation, including increased workloads and ne-
glected rewards, and a sense that support for faculty mem-
bers' programs or departments is diminishing (Toombs and
Marlier 1981). While these findings should not be general-
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ized, it would be worthwhile to investigate those factors
that lessen commitment to the point that professors decide
to leave their institutions or even the academic profession.
In a more positive perspective, one could learn more about
the conditions under which professors agree to forgo salary
and benefits to assist their ailing institutions.

Outcomes of Faculty Work
The outcomes of faculty work have been examined in
terms of performance, satisfaction, and morale. No single
predictor or group of predictors explains much of the
variance in overall performance (Finkelstein 1978). One
might expect job satisfaction or amount of time taken for
professional leave to make a difference, but neither seems
to be related to overall performance. The only personality
trait that may relate to overall productivity is stress
(Finkelstein 1978). Stress has different effects on different
personalities; high stress is associated with reduced pro-
ductiOty in faculty members who are research- oriented,
anxious, and less sociable, while it is related to increased
productivity for individuals with opposite characteristics
(Clark 1973). Factors relating to overall performance
cannot be generalized, however; the more useful studies
are those dealing with "specific dimensions of academic
performance" (Finkelstein 1978, p. 253).

One dimension of academic performance is productivity
as evidenced in research. It appears that "colleague cli-
mate as reflected in institutional quality together with an
individual's own orientation toward research are the prime
determinants of research productivity" (Finkelstein 1978,
p. 262). Though institutional type and quality are both
strong predictors of research productivity (Finkelstein
1978), quality of the institution is the more important
predictor (Fulton and Trow 1974). "Faculty at high quality
colleges were at least as productive as faculty at mid-level
universities" (Finkelstein 1978, p. 256).

The weight of research in decisions about promotion at
high- quality institutions directly affects the choice of new

facaty-(Blau 1973). Thus, in Blau's study, professors were
selected iv;"colleagues if they demonstrated qualifications
for research compatible with the institution's expectations.
and a faculty member's feeling of obligation to do research
and the weight assigned to scholarship in decisions about
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tenure had only an indirect effect on involvement in re-
search. In the same study, the colleague climate (the per-
centage of the faculty holding a doctorate) and the individ-
ual's possession of a doctorate accounted for 30 percent of
the observed variance in involvement in research. In an-
other study, a professor's interest in research and interac-
tion with colleagues doing research explained 60 percent of
the variance in productivity (Behymer 1974). These faCtors
were more salient than such extrinsic factors as the faculty
member's perception of the pressure to publish.

In these and numerous other studies, "institutional
quality/colleague climate and individual professional char-
acteristics associated with a research orientation emerged
as the most powerful predictors of publication activity
(Finkelstein 1978, p. 262). Studies of the relationship be-
tween departmental characteristics and publication activity
indicate that the quality of the department (measured by
reputation and the proportion of colleagues holding doctor-
ates) is the most important predictor. The nature of admin-
istrative leadership and size of the department are not very
important (Finkelstein 1978).

The "productive" faculty member thus holds a doctor-
ate, places a strong value on research, and started publish-
ing early. He or she spends more time in research than
teaching, has little commitment to administrative work,
and stays in close contact with colleagues and develop-
ments in the discipline (Finkelstein 1978). As more faculty
attempt to emulate this pattern under the pressure to
publish, it is little wonder that participation in institutional
governance has been declining.

Across disciplines, natural scientists are most produc-
tive, followed by social scientists, and finally by faculty in
the humanities, education, and the fine arts (Finkelstein
1978). One factor may be differences in how natural scien-
tists, social scientists, and humanists communicate their
scholarly work (Biglan 1971; Roe 1972). Humanities faculty
write books; natural scientists write journal articles. While
multiple authorships are common in the natural sciences
and fairly usual in the social sciences, single authorship is
the mode in the humanities. Perhaps differences in produc-
tivity between disciplines would not seem great if more
weight were given to books and articles authored by a
single person (Finkelstein 1978).
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Even after tenure and promotion are no longer concerns,
faculty members continue to publish. While this pattern
.may indicate scholars' internal motivation to engage in
scholarly work, rank does seem to be an important predic-
tor of the rate of productivity in research (Finkelstein
1978). Perhaps those higher in rank publish faster because
professors of higher rank may have more control over the
amount of their workload (Fulton and Trow 1974). They
also may have more contacts and the know-how to get
them through the publishing process. A third possibility is
that those at higher ranks already have a strong publishing
record, which continues at their new rank.

The relationship between age and productivity in re-
search follows a saddle-shaped curve, with the specific
pattern depending on discipline and institutional quality
(Bayer and Dutton 1977; Blackburn, Behymer, and Hall
1978; Fulton and Trow 1974; Pe lz and Andrews 1976; Roe
1972). During his early career, the young professor devotes
considerable effort to research, pursuing interests started
in graduate school that are likely to pay off in tenure. This
period of productivity dips as associate professorship is
reached and then increases again when full professorship is
gained (Blackburn, Behymer, and Hall 1978). Bayer and
Dutton (1977) report a more continuous decline in research
productivity five to ten years into the career. At elite
institutions, age is not associated with a decline in produc-
tivity (Fulton and Trow 1974). Interests may shift with age;
as professors get older, their priorities for research shift
from specific, empirical studies to theoretical, interdiscipli-
nary studies (Parsons and Platt 1968).

The effectiveness of teaching and service is very difficu
to assess. Studies attempting to measure the effectiveness
of teaching are difficult to compare because they use differ-
ent measurements and criteria and are usualy based on
research in a single institution, and studi ; of the effectiv
ness of service are nonexistent. These tethodolowical
problems aside, productivity in research and the t -.P4

ness of teaching seem quite independent (Firilk.e!stein 1978).
When the effectiveness of teaching is measured by the
intellectual competence demonstrated by the faculty mem-
ber (a criterion often used by faculty), "research produc-
tivity and the expertise it engenders or the general abiity
which it signals does bear a fairly small, but consistently
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positive, relationship to good teaching. To the extent that
judgments of teaching are based on socio-emotional as-
pects of a learning situation (and students appear more
disposed to this criterion), then the expertise developed in
a research activity appears a largely irrelevant factor"
(Finkelstein 1978, p. 288). Time spent in research ap-
parently ',Des not detract from teaching responsibilities.
Extra time for research is taken from professors' leisure
and family activities rather than from teaching duties
(Harry and Goldner 1972).

That good research is both a necessary and sufficient
condition for good teaching . . . is not resoundingly
supported by the evidence. Resoundingly disconfirmed,
however, is the notion that research involvement de-
tracts from good teaching by channeling professorial
time and effort away from the classroom (Finkelstein
1978, pp. 288-89).

Faculty members' satisfaction as an outcome work
has been studied extensively since the late 1960s. Much of
the work has been modeled on studies of motivation and
satisfaction in government and industry (Finkelstein 1978).
Several recent studies suggest that satisfaction among
faculty is relatively high. Forty-three percent of the re-
spondents in one study said they "liked" their position,
and an additional 46 percent said they liked it "very
much" (Bennett and Griffitt 1976, p. 2). In another study,
85 percent of the respondents indicated that they were
satisfied or very satisfied, a result almost identical to re-
sponses to the same question in 1968 but a drop from 93
percent in 1956 (Willie and Stecklein 1981). Disaggregated,
the 1980 figures show a decline from 1968 in the percentage
who reported they were very satisfied in four-year institu-
tions, with more saying they were just satisfied, indifferent,
and dissatisfied.

Early research found no significant relationships be-
tween faculty members' satisfaction and rank, career age,
chronological age, length of service, highest degree, or
salary (Hill 1965; Theophilus 1967). More recently, re-
searchers report that satisfaction increases with rank on
several items: tenure and promotion, opportunity for input
into policies, allocation of resources to departments, and
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the location of the university (Bennett and Griffitt 1976).
In contrast, satisfaction with fringe benefits decreases
with rank.

While several studies look at the effects of extrinsic and
intrinsic factors, such as work conditions and tasks per-
formed, on faculty members' job satisfaction (Avakian
1971; Eckert and Williams 1972; Leon 1973; Swierenga
1970; Whitlock 1965), the lack of multivariate analyses in
these studies makes it difficult to sort out the precise im-
pact of different factors (Finkelstein 1978). Nevertheless,
intrinsic factors generally seem more significant than ex-
trinsic factors ;n explaining professors' satisfaction. A
study of faculty at a large public university found that the
area of greatest satisfaction was the "general atmosphere
or surroundings" (Bennett and Griffitt 1976, p. 2). Five
items measured this concept: the academic characteristics
of the typical students, the quality of departmental col-
leagues, the quality of the university's faculty in general,
the opportunity for interactions outside the department or
discipline, and the community in which the institution was
located. The factors that seem to bring the most satisfac-
tion to faculty include feelings of academic freedom, the
nature of the work itself (responsibility, challenge, vari-
ety), relations with competent employees, job stability
(tenure), and professional and social recognition (Bess
1981). Autonomy, academic freedom, and independence
are among the most frequently mentioned items contribut-
ing to satisfaction (Winkler. 1982). More than a decade ago,
research found that satisfaction increased as respondents
perceived they were participating in decision making
(Barrett 1969). The opportunity to work with students
is also a very important intrinsic source of satisfaction'
(Bess 1981; Cohen 1973; Willie and Stecklein 1981; Wink-
ler 1982).

While intrinsic factors may be particularly important for
faculty members' job satisfaction, extrinsic factors "may
be more important determinants of job dissatisfaction"
(Finkelstein 1978, p. 228). Respondents in the Theophilus
study (1967) expressed more dissatisfaction with material
incentives than with intrinsic incentives. In another study,
tasks and conditions of work were most important in
contributing to job satisfaction, but salary and faculty/
administrative relationships contributed,to job dissatisfac-
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tion (Eckert and Williams 1972). Salary seems to be one of
the single greatest sources of dissatisfaction (Edmundsn
1969; Ladd 1979; Winkler 1982), but poor administration
and leadership, lack of support (public support, equip-
ment, budget, secretarial), and the university's structure
and reward system are other important sources of dissatis-
faction (Winkler 1982). Low satisfaction is associated
with limited opportunities for promotion and advance-
ment, limited prospects for comfortable retirement, and
limited prospects for financial security (Bureau of Institu-
tional Research 1974). Limited time can also cause stress
and unhappiness (Clark and Blackburn 1973; Edmund-
son 1969).

While considerable research has examined the condi-
tions under which faculty have the greatest power and
participate most in decision making, less attention has
been devoted to the relationship between these variables
and the satisfaction and productivity of faculty members.
An exploratory study suggests that participation and
power may be very important to faculty members' success
(Cares and Blackburn 1978). A strong relationship existed
between faculty members' perceptions of the extent of
democracy in their departments and control of the environ-
ment (defined as the ability to influence practices and
policies relating to their work) and their success and satis-
faction. A more recent study found that stress among
community college professors was related to "not being
involved in the decision making, being treated like chil-
dren, and overdoing the use of restrictions and regulations
to,solve problems" (Larkin and Clagett 1981, p. 3). These
studies suggest that lack of power and opportunities for
participation in decision making may have quite negative
effects on faculty members' satisfaction.

The overzill conclusion about faculty satisfaction from
the research to date is that "faculty tend to derive more
satisfaction from the nature of their work itself, while they
tend to express dissatisfaction most frequently with extrin-
sic factors, such as salary [and] administrative leadership
. . ." (Finkelstein 1978, p. 229). As yet, the research does
not explain why this observaticn is so, nor does it satisfac-
torily address th.s. question of the relationship between
satisfaction and .woductivity. "Satisfaction/dissatisfaction
may not be a uni.limensional construct, but may rather
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exist as two separate continua subject to unique sets of
determinants" (Finkelstein 1978, p. 229).

The few studies that have examined professors' satisfac-
tion with the academic career generally agree that faculty
seem quite satisfied with their careers, regardless of institu-
tional type or their age or sex (De Vries 1970; Gaff and
Wilson 1975; Willie and Stecklein 1981). One study, com-
paring the responses of faculty in two-year and four-year
institutions in 1956, 1968, and 1980 showed a decline from
1968 to 1980 in the percentage who said they would choose
to work in an educational institution if they had the oppor-
tunity to decide again (Willie and Stecklein 1989. Of com-
munity college faculty, 82 percent answered affirmatively
in 1968, compared to 71 pecent in 1980. Among faculty at
four-year institutions, the percentage of respondents in
1968 saying they would choose the same career was 86
percent, compared to 72 percent in 1980. While most
faculty find their teaching to be satisfying, scholarly activ-
ity seems to provide more satisfaction to natural and social
scientists than to humanities and professional faculty (Gaff
and. Wilson 1975). Only Cares (1975) found significant
differences in levels of professors' satisfaction with career.
The more "self-actualized" faculty, those who felt they
participated extensively in decision making, and those who
felt they had greater influence in the institution experi-
enced higher satisfaction. Satisfaction with one's career
may thus be more highly related to a professor's personal-
ity and perceptions of the career than to professional status
or the employing institution's status (Finkelstein 1978).

The morale of faculty has been given much less atten-
tion. Satisfaction and morale are clearly different. Satisfac-
tion refers to one's personal contentment and sense of
well-being, whereas morale relates more to one's relation-
ship to an organization. Morale is based on such factors.as
pride in the organization and its goals, faith in its leader-
ship, and a sense of shared purpose with and loyalty to
others in the organization. Collective morale can be low at
the same time that personal satisfaction is high (Hunter,
Ventimiglia, and Crow 1980, p. 29). But moraleamong
professors is suffering from some of the same factors that
diminish satisfaction, particularly faculty members' in-
volvement in decision making and planning. In one study,
the percentage of faculty members who indicated that their
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morale was high fell from 61 percent in 1970 to 51 percent
in 1980 (Anderson 1983). Public research and doctorate-
granting universities and public comprehensive universities
did not experience this drop, however. The drop in morale
was most apparent at public community colleges, precisely
those institutions where "professors believe that their
opinions on college operations are considered less . . .

[and] faculty have less confidence in administration . .

(p. 111).
This seeming contradiction between the reports of gen-

eral satisfaction and professors' frequently mentioned
complaints and dissatisfactions may have a simple explana-
tion: "To indicate otherviise, especially in the face of the
present interinstitutional immobility in the profession, is to
admit that the choice of occupation and institution was a
poor life decision, now virtually irrevocable . . ." (Bess
1981, p. 29). The pressures of the 1980s may force faculty
back to more basic Needs like security-and salary; thus,
they may become "a new class of 'alienated' workers"
(Bess 1981, p. 28). This shift may be expressed in more
participation in unions or institutional governance or in
"the sacrifice of quality for quantity in the striving to
secure adequate rewards" (p. 28). At the same time, how-
ever, because intrinsic rewards seem highly related to fac-
ulty members' satisfaction, they may be able to tolerate con-
siderable stress without a great loss of motivation (p. 35).

Summary
The problems facing higher education today are making
academic life far from idyllic. Faculty are experiencing
stress from a decline in extrinsic rewards and increased
workloads. The strong intrinsic motivation characteristic of
collegc faculty seems to be threatened. Pressures for more
productivity come at the same time that the faculty's
power in their institutions is declining. These forces are
operating unevenly across disciplines, types of institutions,
and levels of prestige. Indeed, the very existence of such
variation within and between institutions iinay be a source
of the vulnerability of the academic profession in the face
of external pressures on higher education/. The effects of
these pressures on salary levels, job security, participation
in governance, and Opportunity for career growth merit
close attention in the years ahead.
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THE WORK EXPERIENCE OF
ADMINISTRATORS

"Administrator" is a broad term that includes presidents
and vice presidents, deans and department chairs, admis-
sions directors, financial aid directors, and student person-
nel counselors. All of them are likely to experience the
university workplace in different ways. The organizational
structure of the university or college and current external
pressures affect the nature of administrators' work. (Tables
II, Ill, and IV in the appendix summarize the recent re-
search on the work experience of presidents. mid-level
administrators, and other administrators, respectively.)

Senior Administrators
The university president is at once a friend of students,
a colleague of faculty members, and a good fellow who
associates with the alumni (Kerr 1963). By the mid-
1970s, however, the demands on presidents weighed more
heavily.

A key problem of the president today is host' to be ac-
countble, be in compliance with an assortment of
external regulations, satisfy the governing hoard that he
or she is providing leadership to meet the current crises
and the needs of the figure, and, at the same time,
accommodate the expectations of participation and
consultation implied by most internal governance. The
pressures that flow from this quandary are relentless and
often disabling. To please the governing board is to
displease the faculty. To satisfy the faculty is to engen-
der hostility in the legislature, and on and on (Kauffman

,
1980, p. 79).

"The role, function, and structure of the college presi-
dency have undergone dramatic changes. No longer is it a
position of stability and seclusion from an increasingly
complex world" (Buxton. Pritchard. and Buxton 1976,
p. 79).

Extrinsic factors in presidents' work

Presidents' activities and role. A variety of metaphors
. have been advanced to describe the role of a university or
college presidenta politician (particularly a mayor), a
business executive (Cohen and March 1974), a super entre-
preneur. a symphony orchestra conductor (Kauffman
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1980), a zookeeper, and the operator of a dispensing ma-
chine (Monson 1967). These terms suggest the diverse
functions, constituenciesand frustrationsto which
presidents are subjected.

The functions a new president assumes are significantly
-elated to the "type of institution, its history, traditions,
and ethos" (Kauffman 1980, p. 41). While the American
Council on Education offers seminars for new presidents,
no other training is avpilable to prepare a person for the
role. How does a new president learn the responsibilities
of the role? Chief academic officers traditionally have had
a background as faculty and have learned how to be a
president on the job.

In part, the expectations about the new president's"
performance in the role will be determined by social
norms, rules, differing perspectives, the performances of
previous presidentrv;Tnd especially by the actor's per-
ception of the expMations of those who observe, and
react to the performance (Kauffman 1980, p. 41).

The actual tasks and functions of the president can be
subdivided into several basic areas. One set of tasks relates
to the president's responsibilities for leadership: Senior
officers must keep in mind broad vision for the institution
and continually shape the institution's goals. A second area
of responsibility involves a "representational, communica-
tion, and interpretation functice (Kauffman 1980, p. 13):
The president is expected to articulate the essence and
value of the institution. The third task involves manage-
ment and responsibility for control of the institution as a

whole (Kauffman 1980).
Pry sidents may be chosen for their ability to handle a

particular difficulty, but they discover quite soon that
efforts to effect change ignite considerable resistance. A
new president becomes aware very quickly that the posi-
tion involves grappling with conflicting expectations from
different constituencies (Kauffman 1980). While college
presidents may tiUnk success depends upon political skill,
chief academic officers may stress attention to fiscal issues

and educational programs, business officers to promoting
growth and sound fiscal conditions, and alumni, commu-
nity leaders, trustees, faculty, and students to the presi-
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dent's acting as a symbol of the institution (Cohen and
March 1974).

Every president must become accustomed to pleasing
some constituencies while disappointing others, and politi-
cal skill is an important ingredient of a president'ssuccess.
Campus presidents in statewide systems, for example,
must implement decisions of the central governing board at
the same time they must represent the interests of their
campus. Their faculty may view them as too responsive to
the central board, while the board may find therri too unco-
operative.

Presidents spend a great deal of tim\6 in work-related
activities. New presidents, who try to make themselves
available to everyone while also learning the intricacies f
their responsibilities, report feeling especially severe
mands on their time (Kauffman 1980). Limited time is in
fact one of the less desirable extrinsic aspects of a presi-
dent's'job. Sources of dissatisfaction include a "lack of
opportunity for teaching and conducting research" (Bux-
ton, Pritchard, and Buxton 1976, p. 81) and a lack of time
for work, family, and leisure (Buxton, Pritchard, and
Buxton 1976; Solomon and Tieirney 1977). "One [presi-
dent] . . . suggested that he spends too much of his 14 -hour

'day in dealing with 'matters which are peripheral to the
academic goals of the college' (Buxton, Pritchard, and
Buxton 1976, p. 81).

Presidents spend between 50 and,55 hours on work-
related activities from Monday through Friday and another
five to ten hours over the weekend (Cohen and March
1974). Despite the.long hours, however, their schedules do
not require that they always be in the office. Work may be
conducted at home, out of town, or through a president's
many social engagements. Administrative work involving
specific decisions is more likely to occur early in the day
and early in the week, and more political interactions
happen more often in the latter part of the day and the
week. The specific pattern of allocation is related to sev-
eral factors. One is the size of the institution. Presidents at
larger schools appear to exhibit a more "local." leas "cos-
mopolitan" focus in their activities. Another factor is the
expectation throughout the academic culture and presi-
dents' own expectations that professorsand therefore
presidentsgenerally work 60-hour weeks. Because presi-

The president
is expected to
articulate the
essence and
value of the .

institution.
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dential success cannot be linked to any specific behavior,

the v-ry ambiguity of expectations leads presidents to

work long hors. Finally, presidents are often individuals
who ha e achieved their position partly because they enjoy

hard work (Cohen and March 1974).

Opportunity structure. Presidents have reached their posts

from a N,arif--' of trajectories and experiences during their
careers. Only a very small number of presidents follow
completely the normative career trajectory in which an
individual moves from fazully member to department chair

to dean, prove t, and president (Moore 1983a, 1983b,
1983c; Moore et al. 1983). Many skip rungs or include
other experiences in their career paths. Once individuals
do assume the helm, however, they do not experience
security; they do indeed serve "at the pleasure of the
hoard" (Kauffman 1980). The average term of office is
between five and eight years (Cohen and March 1974;
Nason 1980h). Because a presidency is the pinnacle of an

academic career, few comparable new positions are avail-
able. After leaving the presidency, 14 percent of the re-
spondents in one survey took another position in academic
administration, usually lower in status, prestige, and

power. Ten percent took positions in government, busi-

ness, and nonprofit organizations, and the rest went back

to positions as faculty members or clergy. Many presidents
expressed the feeling that they did not have good alterna-

tives after the presidency (Cohen and March 1974). "Many
college and university presidents may be serving at the

displeasure of the hoard, but, because of board inertia, are
perhaps hanging on, feeling trapped in their positions, and
would leave if they could find any suitable place to go"

(Kauffman 1980, p. ix).

Reward structure. The salary levels for academic execu-

tive officers are not as nigh an might be expected. given the

pressures of the work. The median salary of chief execu-
tive officers of universities and colleges of all types in
1982-83 was $55,624. For presidents at all universities, the
median was $67,760, at four-year colleges $54,000, and at

two-year colleges $50,000. Executive vice presidents
durin3 the sane time period earned a median salary of

$49,000 at all institutions, but the median salary differed
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considerably when institutional types were compared. At
all universities taken together, the median salary was
$56,000, at four-year colleges $41,000, and at two-year
colleges $46,066 (Chronicle 1983a). Salaries in higher
education are considerably lower than salaries for compa-
rable positions in business. University and college presi-
dents are paid less than one-half the salaries of chief execu-
tive officers in business (Bowen 1978). Furthermore,
college and university presidents are expected to contrib-
ute to various organizations and charities as well as to
subsidize their college-related entertainment. While a
university-owned president's home appears to be a desir-
able benefit associated with the position, it can be a finan-
cial drain if the president's family must pay for daily
housekeeping expenses, including utilities. On the other
hand, if the president's family does not pay for utilities.
it often feels pressured by budget watchers to keep costs
down.

Recognizing that financial remuneration is minimal for all
that the position of president involves, Kauffman (1980)
urges that college and university presidents be highly
respected for the service they perform:

We must restore the concept of service to the role of the
presidency. The incentives of honor, security, or material
gain are siMply not there any longer, if they ever existed.
. . . Only the concept of service can be an appropriate
incentive (p.

Intrinsic dimensions in presidents' work
Not the least drawback of living in an official president's
house is'the sense of living in a fishbowl. Presidents and
their families live under constant scrutiny (Kauffman
1980). Coupled with this factor is the great loneliness of the

job. The president cannot please all faculty members,
students, trustees, and alumni. Because of their own so-
cialization and identity as faculty members, presidents may
feel particular pain when faculty and students disagree
with them.

But the position has its intrinsic rewards, and, on the
whole, presidents are "healthy, positive, energetic people
who regard their work as useful and even important'\
(Kauffman 1980, p. 84). High status certainly compensates.
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The president usually occupies impressive quarters and is

surrounded by staff to help with most aspects of the job.
The presidency is considered the peak of an academic
career. The chief executive officer is seen as "heroic," the
person who makes decisions, assumes wide responsibili-
ties, and guides the institution (Cohen and March 1974,

p. 79). Though all university and college presidents have
high status, the degree of status associated with a presi-
dency depends more on the institution's quality than on the

quality of the president (Cohen and March 1974).
Feedback is an important intrinsic dimension of work.

Presidents rarely have a clear sense of the specific expecta-
tions they should meet or the criteria under which they will
be judged.

Not only do presidents often not know what is expected
of them but they are also too often judged on inconsis-
tent or contradictory standards Trustees think that
they make clear to the presidents-elect what is needed
and expected, but the presidents report that they are too
often left in the dark (Nason 1980a, p. 32).

The power exercised by presidents
Because of their position, presidents exercise a high degree

of professional autonomy and hold much power. The
strength of a president's power, however, depends on the

degree to which the board delegates authority (Kauffman
1980). When a board and a president agree on expecta-
tions, the president can exercise power with more auton-
omy. But in recent years, several factors have been erod-

ing presidential power.

. . . We in higher education have gradually eliminated
considerable areas of presidential judgment and diScre-
tion by adopting unform procedures, formulas, and
policies that command our fealty more than does our
good sense (Kauffman 1980, p. 109).

State and federal uzgulations weaken the autonomy of
campus officials. State legislative bodies and coordinating
boards constrain the power of presidents, particularly in
public institutions. Systemwide unions often circumvent
the campus president and deal directly with the governor
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or legislature. As a result of the process of centralization,
campus chancellors in some state systems "have been
demoted to middle-level managers" (Kauffman 1980,
p. 71).

There iS,,growing centralization of authority and decision
making. This trend affects faculty governance on the
campus level and many system administrators have seen
the election of collective bargaining by the faculty as a
result. Faculty organization further justifies centraliza-
tion and strengthens the need for a system office and
stair in addition to strengthening the role of state offi-
cials in higher education governance. The greater in-
volvement of the state in higher education, in turn.
increases systemization and bureaucratization of deci-
sion making, altering the role of the campus administra-
tor and making it seem less personally significant and
rewarding (Kauffman 1980. p. 64).

University and college presidents experience their power
in an observable pattern as they progress through their
years in office. New executive officers tend to overestimate
their power; early mistakes tend to curb this view. As they
begin to recognize their limits, however, they simultane
ously gain legitimacy, which increases their power. If they
are effective in fund raising and in interactions with their
board or the legislature, and as they take strong leadership
positions, their power grows more (Cohen and March 1974;
Kauffman 1980). They must achieve a delicate balance:
They must recognize the limits of the office, yet "failure to
use influence on important matters becomes a sign of
weakness and has its costs" (Kauffman 1980. p. 48).

PreSidents can exercise more power in some areas than
in others. They may exhibit strong leadership in establisk-
ing budgetary priorities, long-range planning, personnel
policy and selection, program development, and the physi-
cal plant. Their role is usually not as pronounced in deci-
sions concerning the quality of faculty, the core curricula,
and teaching (Kauffman 1980, p. 49). In those areas, the
faculty remains strong.

Outcomes of presidents' work
The challenges of the work itself appear to account for
much of the general satisfaction presidents report. Their
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satisfaction is derived from such tasks as "averting dis-
aster, saving blood2retaining funding levels, rescuing
the system from financial disaster, avoiding cutbacks.
and resolving hard differences constructively" (Kanter
1979, p. 3). Among the positive aspects of their work, presi-
dents of state-controlled colleges and universities list "the
challenging nature of their work" and "their role in the
community and state" (Buxton, Pritchard, and Buxton
1976, p. 85).

Professional autonomy is the source of greatest satisfac-
tion (Buxton, Pritchard, and Buxton 1976). Presidents are
very satisfied with their "freedom and independence,"
with the "power and prestige associated with the office,"
and with "presidential participation in institutional policy
formulation" (Buxton, Pritchard, and Buxton 1976, pp. 81-
85). Similarly, satisfaction and power, influence, challenge,
responsibility, and autonomy are related positively (Solo-
mon and Tierney 1977). Presidents are also satisfied with
the "intellectual and social nature of the office," the "op-
portunity to improve the quality of life in the world," and
the "opportunity to shape the future of their institutions"
(Buxton, Pritchard, and Buxton 1976, p. 85). They derive
great satisfaction from their relationships with students,
faculty, and administrators.

Some of the dissatisfaction presidents experience is
closely related to the external pressures on colleges and
universities. The chancellors or presidents of campuses in
state systems appear to "have the most complaints about
lack of satisfaction in their positions" (Kauffman 1980,
p. 70). The governance structure of the system constrains
their authority and often forces them into situations of
severely conflicting demands. Presidents are particularly
concerned about the economic problems associated with
declining enrollments and changing state and federal appro-
priations (Buxton, Pritchard, and Buxton 1976). They do
not particularly like fund raising and handling financial
affairs, yet it is likely that they will be required to do more.
The limited time associated with the position is a source of
dissatisfaction. Finally, executive officers are not satisfied
with "the amount of recognition that academic presidents
receive from members of other professions" (Buxton,
Pritchard, and Buxton 1976, p. 83).
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While the presidency offers an opportunity to make a
major impact on a college or university and on higher
education more broadly and while it provides considerable
satisfactions, it also is a position of pressure, challenge,
and conflict: As outside forces intensify, senior officers of
universities and colleges may gain power as decision mak-
ing becomes more centralized, but they cannot help also
experiencing heightened tension and perhaps less satisfac-
tion. Because strong, creative leaders are vital for the.
success of colleges and universities, the experience of
presidents should continue to be studied. Vice presidents
too play an important role, and they have been the focus
of very little research to date.

Middle Administrators
Scott's phrase (.1979c) "robots or reinsmen" captures the
fundamental dilemma that faces middle-level administra-
tors. Dubbed "lords, squires. and yeomen" (Scott 1978),
middle administrators include directors and deans of sup-
port services and other administrative personnel to whom
assistants and first-line supervisors report. Presidents and
provosts, academic deans, and librarians are not included
in this category. Forces within and without higher educa-
tion have contributed to an increase in the number and
type of middle administrative positions. with the specific
type at any particular college or university usually a func-
tion of the institution's size and complexity (Scott 1978).
Affirmative action officcrs, institutional researchers, coun-
selors for specific constituencies, and government relations
specialists, though once unusual, can now be found on
many campuses.

Middle administrators sometimes must act as "robots,"
exhibiting only "programmed behavior," when some
would prefer to he the "reinsmen" who exercise their
talents from behind the scene (Scott 1979c, p. 17).

They enter the careerfield to work with students, but
find that they work mostly with paper. They hate high
institutional loyalty, but must look ()P.:minims far train-
ing, guidance, recognition, colleagueship, and rewards.
They are highly oriented to service, but find increasing
pressures to exert both administrative and financial
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controls. They have little substantial contact with faculty
and senior officers, but want higher status on campus.
They exhibit. highly desired traits of behaviortolerance
of ambiguity, administrative talent, fiscal ability, and
interpersonal skills-7-but experience a very high rate of
turnover (Scott I979b, p. 93).

Middle managers are required to interact with many
constituencies within higher educationfaculty, other
administrators, the president and executive officers, trust-
ees, and students. Middle administrators occupy a peculiar
role in the university because of their responsibilities to
these various groups and to the "mixed organizational
structure" within higher education. Acting as "linking
pins" between vertical and horizontal levels, middle man-
agers implement but seldom develop policy (Scott 1978).
Their positions force them to face the conflict between
"service for others versus control of others and their
actions" (Scott 1978, p. 1). At the same time, they are
expected "to be servants to students and faculty, and
instruments of institutional policy set by senior administra-
tors and trustees. They are to be both servants (as support
staff) and pOlicemen (as monitors of procedures)" (Scott
1979c, p. 20).

Activities and workload. Middle managers in any organiza-
tion usually have diverse functions, and they "contribute
the essential knowledge without which the key decisions
cannot be made, at least not effectively" (Drucker 1973,
p. 450). Similarly, "mid-level administrators perform their
tasks in support of an institution's goals and in control of
its activities" (Scott 1978, p. 6). They often serve as liaison
with the "suppliers of resources," they coordinate and
implement the allocation of resources and various activities
within the institution, and they often work directly with
students (Scott 1978, p. 5). Like faculty, administrators
find that lack of time is a source of frustration, an issue
that is undoubtedly related to other frustrations, such as
not enough staff, limited resources, and too much paper-
work (Scott 1978).

the functions performed, the organization of functions,
and the specialization of functions vary by the size and
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complexity of the institution" (Scott 1978, p. 7). Specific
tasks also vary, of course, depending on the office (for
example, admissions, financial aid, institutional research)
the administrator occupies. Smaller colleges may combine
offices like admissions and registration rather than estab-
lish two separate positions. At a small college, the senior
administrator's secretary may handle personnel matters; in
contrast, at a large university, personnel work may involve
many employees handling counseling, staff development,
organizational analysis and development, and other activi-
ties (Scott 1978).

With increasing size of an institution, tasks become more
specialized, at least for admissions officers and probably
for others (Scott 1976b, I978; Vinson 1977). In recent
years, admissions officers have devoted more time to staff
supervision than to actual admissions work. They are also
less likely to be involved in tangential activities like regis-
tration and financial aid (Vinson 1977). This trend toward
specialization increases the professionalization of middle
administrators (Scott 1978).

--:-Opportunity structure. Opportunity structure for adminis-
trators in higher education is limited (Kanter 1979; Scott
1978, 1979c). With few places at the top and affirmative
action guidelines that often necessitate searches for people
beyond those already employed in the lower ranks, middle
managers tend to remain in their positions-for along_time.
Directors have less mobility than assistants and associates,
but as long as they remain, their subordinates have less
opportunity to advance in the institution (Scott 1979c).

"The professional staff office appeared to be, or was, in
the process of change from the . . . generalist in a position
with limited career opportunities . . . to a more specialized.
academically credentialed individual who views higher
education administration as a profession and as a step in a
personal career" (Anselm 1980, p. 200). Attrition may
occur in the face of dead-end careers. If talented adminis-
trators are to be retained in higher education, colleges and
universities must offer them new kinds of opportunities
and challenges.

Reward structure. Little evidence shows that salary incen-
tives can compensate for restricted opportunity and com-
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punitively low status. Though middle administrators in
universities and colleges have comparable skills to their
counterparts in business and industry, where salary scales
may reach a high level, the salaries for many academic
mid-level administrators are quite low. In 1982-83, median
salaries for administrators at all universities in such mid-
level positions as manager of the payroll, director of stu-
dent activities, associate director of food services, director
of accounting, director of annual giving, and director of the
academic computing center ranged from approximately
$20,000 to $30,000. Assistants to the president of a univer-
sity or college earned a median salary of $30,632, across all
institutions. As the highest paid academic middle adminis-
trators, assistants to the president of a system, however,
earned $36,000. The salary level of these assistants is
noticeably higher than that of most middle administrators
(Chronicle 1983b). In the. face of severe budgetary con-
straints, salary, increases are sometimes given to only
select employee groups in a university or college. Dec lin-
ing morale and resentment can result when the faculty is
favored over middle administrators for salary increases.
Differences in status are apparent in the more intangible
rewards. While administrators must handle the tasks like
admission and registration that support the faculty's work,
they receive neither the formal responsibilities nor the
rewards bestowed on faculty members. Many are invisible
workers who are sometimes passed over in such institu
tional social rituals as presidential receptions (Scott 1979c).

Intrinsic dimensions in middle administrators' work
The intrinsic characteristics of the middle administrator's
work have never been studied, Variety in work is one of
the most important characteristics for a satisfying, motivat-
ing job (Hackman and Oldham 1980). Whether variety
characterizes the work of middle administrators is difficult
to determine independent of the. particular job being per-
formed. One would expect that directors and associate and
assistant directors of an administrative office would have a
sufficiently diverse range of tasks to ensure variety in their
work. The trend toward specialization in administrative
jobs, however, may reduce variety, if indeed it is charac-
teristic.
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The literature focuses especially on the tensions inherent
in the relationship between faculty and administrators
( Baumgartel 1976: Scott 1978: Thomas 1978). Faculty show
little respect for administrators and resist accepting them
as full members of the academic community. Observing
tension between faculty and mid-level administrative staff
in her study at a large university, Anselm (1980) asserts
that "the relationship between professional staff and fac-
ulty was not organizationally defined and the potential for a
conflict between them was evident" (p. 199). This tension
has an obvious structural reason: Faculty members, ori-
ented to their respective disciplines, may see issues differ-
ently from administrators, who are more oriented toward
the bureaucratic structure. Middle administrators seem to
be more comparable to business people in their back-
grounds, orientations, and training (Hauser and Lazarsfeld
1964: Scott 1976a), but it also appears that middle adminis-
trators value collegial ideals (though faculty members may
not see it) (Bess 1978: Scott 1978). The specific profes-
sional interests of mid-level administrators reflect the kind
and frequency of their interaction with faculty, the ::ondi-
tions of their employment, and their institutions' incentives
(Bess 1978: Scott 1978).

Professional status rests on control over a body of
knowledge, and the "science of administration" remains at
a rudimentary stage of development. Many middle admin-
itrators have advanced degrees (Scott 1976a) but get their
specific training on the job (Scott 1978). The increasing
specialization of administrative work as institutions grow
has contributed to the prokssionalization of academic
middle managers (Scott 1978: V;nson 1977). Some middle
administratorsadmissions offic:ers, financial aid officers,
institutional researchers, student personnel officershave
formed well-respected reg;anal and national professional
organizations. These organizations lobby, develop and
disseminate materials to their constituents, conduct re-
search. and organize conferences.

Within their institutions, however, administrators are
More likely to derive their status from sources other than
their role as professionalstheir access to resources, in
particular. The position of chief' financial officer. for exam-
ple, is gaining in prestige (Setoodeh 1981). Current finan-
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cial pressures have brought new status and power to some
L,iministrators.

The issue of middle administrators' status is further
complicated by shifts in the chain of command. The num-
ber of middle administrators has increased with the expan-
sion of institutional size and complexity during the last
several decades (Scott 1978). Many middle managers
report to individuals whose status in the hierarchy has,

dropped as new bureaucratic levels have been added. The
status of the administrators lower in the hierarchy declines
accordingly. Furthermore, when supervisors have not
risen through the ranks, they may not understand their
subordinates' frustrations.

Power and participation in organizational decisions
The autonomy and power of middle administrators are
difficult to assess. Middle administrators, unlike faculty, do
not have the freedom to determine their work. Their work
is rather the work of the institution, but from this situation
they gain considerable influence.

Mid-level administrators hold considerable authority and
have the knowledge to implement policies within their
specific spheres, but they generally have little power to
make broad institutional policy (Scott 1978). In contrast,
the directors of major administrative departments and the
assistants to the chief officersthe "professional staff
members"at a major midwestern public research univer-
sity were perceived by both administrators and faculty as
"holding substantial power to influence the administration
of . . . policies' (Anselm 1980, p. 196). The two arguments
are not really contraictory. Mid-level administrators do
not have the power to make institutional policy, but their
daily responsibilities give them access to privileged infor-
mation. The way in which they organize and present this
information to senior administrators or faculty committees
can have considerable influence. Furthermore, as they
administer decisions made by others, they can shape policy
in practice. Anselm (1980) found in fact that a majority of
the middle administrators and faculty members who re-
sponded to her survey believed that the primary basis of
professional staff power was found in the professional
staff's role as information broker" (p. 146).
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Like women. minorities. and other employees whose
power is restricted (Kanter 1978), mid-level administrators
are required to acquiesce to those who hold more power.
Both administrators and faculty in Anse ;in's study (1980)
agreed that mid-level administrators should not be part of
the academic governance system (defined as the university
senate and faculty committees). in this situation, adminis-
trative staff develop ways in their own sphere to deal with
limitations on their power: "The professional staff survived
by playing a role that reflected the subservant's political
acumen and which exercised power while denying the
presence of power and which shifted the bases of this
power to fit their organizational and personal relationship
with the target office" (Anselm 1980. p. 199).

These observations warrant further investigation. To
what extent do mid-level administrators "burrow" into
their own offices in response to exclusion from power, not
just influence, in institutional policy making? Is the strat-
egy common or one of several? To what extent and in what
ways do mid-level administrators actually desire to partici-
pate in broad decision making?

Relationship to the organization: Commitment
With all the limitations and frustrations of being a middle
manager, especially in colleges and univeL,ities, why do
people want to do it? Why do they stay?

Organizational commitment remits (as (1 dependent
variable) from a variety of sociological and psychologi-
cal circumstances. It also functions as an independent
variable and as an intervening variable, producing such
behavioral manifestations as unwillingness to leave the
organization and the perpetuation of organizational
mission (Thomas 1978, p. 34).

Intrinsic sources rather than extrinsic sources are more
strongly related to one's commitment to an organization
(Thomas 1978). As responsibility, freedom,.and status
increase, for example, so too does organizational commit-
ment. Indviduals' perceptions of the prestige of their
respective positions, of their respective units, and of the
university as a whole and their perceptions of their alterna-
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tives for a career also relate positively to commitment.
Perceptions of equity in salary, an extrinsic dimension of
work, are unrelated to organizational commitment
(Thomas 1978).

The large majority of mid-level administrators in a large
public research university indicated that their greatest
commitment was to the position they held or to the univer-
sity where they worked (Austin forthcoming). Only one-
fifth cited a career in higher education as their piimary
commitment, greater than their commitment to the position
or to the employing university. This gjoup of career-oriented
administrators had been employed at the university signifi-
cantly fewer years, on the average, than the administrators
who were most committed to the university or the position
they held.

Such intrinsic factors as the autonomy experienced in
work in higher education, the pride in the contributions
higher education makes to society, and the opportunity to
meet interesting people are especially important reasons
for commitment. Salary, an extrinsic factor, is not as
strong a contributor to commitment to work as the various
intrinsic factors. .If, however, administrators perceive that
their salary slips tbo far in comparison to their faculty
colleagues or that the university does not sufficiently value
their contribution, salary becomes increasingly important
(Austin forthcoming).

Much remains to be learned about the sources of aca-
demic middle administrators' commitment, the factors
detracting from that commitment, and the relationship
between commitment and various outcomes. The research
to date suggests that mid-level administrators in higher
education are committed largely because they believe in
and take pride in what they are doing, because they like
the autonomy available in their work, and because they
like the people with whom they deal. One might speculate,
however, on the-effect of conditions that diminish adminis-
trators' status. As time passes, one might expect the_nega-
tive aspects of their jobs to detract from their commitment
to the institution. The existing data suggest, however, that
intrinsic aspects of their work may compensate for the less
attractive extrinsic aspects: Institutional commitment may
increase with lerigth of employmnt (Austhi forthcoming),
but this speculation requires further investigation.
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It is important to nate that, while intrinsic reasons are
very important in contributing to mid-level administiators'

'commitment, the extrinsic factors should not be neglected.
If administrators feel tint they are not valued for their
contributions and rit rewarded to at least some reasonable
degree, their commitment may he threatened.

Outcomes of middle administrators' work
-Faculty members' scholarly work is evaluated carefully
and efforts are made to assess the impact of their teaching,
but administrators' work is rarely evaluated s;stematically.
Admissions directors will know whether they have suc-
ceeded in bringing in a class of the projected size and
quality, and financial aid directors may know that v.11 stu-
dents' applications have been processed. But how do these
officers =and the institutional researchers, registrars,
direetors.ottnaintenance services, and myriad others
know whether they are doing a good job'?

When asked about desifable incentives, some middle
administrators suggested a "performance evaluation" to
assess ''-the competence and performance of those who
manage" (Scan 1978, p. 27). Only a few institutions and
several professional associations, such as the Cout,cil for
the Advancement and Support of Education, presently
offer such evaluation programs (Scott 1978).

Satisfaction is one outcome of administrators' work that
researchers have studied to some extent. A number of
studies report that administrators are quite satisfied with
their jobs (Baldridge et al. 1978; Bess and Lodahl 1969;
Scott 1978; Solomon and Tierney 1977). In a study of
administrators in 22 four-year liberal arts colleges. for
example. administrators indicated high levels of satisfac-
tion, with only 10 percent saying they were not satisfied
(Solomon and Tierney 1977). Limited opportunities for
advancement, lack of time for scholarly work, leisure, and
family activities, and insufficient resources and staff were
factors contributing to dissatisfaction. Given the frustra-
tions mid-level administrators experience, it is somewhat
surprising that their satisfaction is not lower. Perhaps the
intrinsic aspects of their work such as those relating to
their commitment to the organization also maintain middle
administrators' satisfaction, despite their frustrations.
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In sum, the literature suggests that several conflicts are
built into the positions of mid-level administrators. Those
off cL:,:pus view them as experts -tnd spokesmen, while
those on campus overlook or Ignore them. While they
sometimes arc privy to specialized, pertinent information,
institutiorril poli makers often fail to enlist their direct
itwolvement in derision making. Institutional reward sys-
tems do not acknowledge their professionalism. Administra--
tors must simultant lusly serve and control, sometimes with
insuffic;ent re-ources and staff. Concern with job security,
opportunities for advancement, and professional recogni-
tion tyre areas contributing to frustration with the job.

If one imagines, a group of managers whose career
potential within their organization is clearly limited,
whose roles are relatively ambiguous, who have little
opportunity to contribute directly to the organization's
multiple missions, who receive lower salaries than their
industrial or governmental counterparts, and because of
tneir rapid multiplication within the organization are
viewed as a sinister influence by a politically powerful

faculty, he may have a fairly accurate description of
middle level manac;ers employ :I within American col-
leges and universitie., today (Thomas 1978, p. 16".

Incr,;ased "federal, state, and corporate requirements
for administrative accountq.bility in academic, financial.
and personnel mutters" backed by strong sanctions (Scott
1978, p. 2), as well ,;s changing societal expectations of and
needs from higher education, heighten concern with effi-
ciency :'nd quality perforu :_tnce in higher education. Middle
administraors arc essential to the achievement of such out-
comes. "If we can provide an catvironrnent in which our mid-
dle manager., are more effective, then we can multiply the
effectiveness of the entire organization" (Kai 1974, p. 8).

A Foot in Administration, A Foot in Academics:
Academic Deans and Department Chairs
Academic deans and departm, '1 chairs have not been
included 1:1 the discussion of mid-level administrators, as
they are also faculty members. Their professorial rose gives
them the status not available to administrators without
academic appointments. Nevertheless, some of the pres-
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sures they face are like those of other mid-level administra-
tors (see Booth 1982 and Griffiths and McCarty 1980 for a
more intensive review and discussion of the deanship).

Only in recent years has the academic deanship been the
focus of much research (Kapel 1979). Traditionally, the
dean has been a faculty member appointed by the president
who is expected to stand between the top administration
and the faculty (Gould 1964; Meeth 1971; Okun 1981;
Wisniewski 1977). As in industrial settings, where middle
managers are links between the top management and lower
levels, in higher education deans serve as "linking pins"
between central administration and faculty (Henderson and
Henderson 1974. p. 217; Katz and Kahn 1978, p. 321;
Likert 1961, pp. 113-15; Scott 1978, p. 10). Deans usually
have had no special administrative training and have held
their posts for a limited period of time; after which they
have returned to the faculty (see Moore et al. 1983).

Their power is often rather restricted, as faculty have
typically controlled curricular decisions and their own
research. A deariis often described as "a mediator, a
problem-solver, a consensus-former, a conciliator, but
rarely as a decision-maker" (Okun 1981, p. 26, citing
Baldridge 1971a and Gould 1964). As deans acquire more
control over budgets, hiring, and policy making, conflict
between the faculty and deans may increase (Okun 1981).
Deans are less satisfied than chief executive officers (Solo-
mon and Tierney 1977); perhaps one explanation for the
dissatisfaction may be the intermediary role deans play.

Several studies investigate perceptions of the dean's role
among different university corstiL,encies (Dejnozka 1978;
Kapel 1979; Scott 1979a). In a national sample used to
analyze the role expectations of the deanship of schools of
education held by central administrators, deans of educa-
tion, chairs of education departments, and education
faculty, the four groups ag,eed about the dean's role in
external relations, in evaluation of people and programs,
and in monitoring programs :end people. Overall, however,
deans and central administrators felt that deans should act
more like line officers than did the faculty and department
chairs. beans identify with top administrators (Dejnozka
1978; Kapei 1979).

While role conflict seems to be built into the dean's
position. department chairs also experiem:e it. The title of
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a recent monograph, The Department Chair: Professional
Development and Role Conflict (Booth 1982), underlines
the pervasiveness of the experience. Of 39 chairs at Penn-
sylvania State University. all but two indicated that they
had not received any charge when assuming the position
(Bragg 1980). Consequently, they experienced feelings of
conflict and ambiguity. W thout realistic priorities or goals,
they could not assess the! achievement. Without such
guidelines, these departmL i,.sirs focused on whatever
activities each did best (Bragg 1980). Another study in
seven Florida universities also found role conflict among
department chairs: Department chairs experienced "in-
compatible expectations" from deans, other chairs, and
faculty (Carroll 1976, p. 245). Department chairs felt the
greatest conflict about such personnel decisions as promo-
tion and salary level, which are increasingly constrained by
limited budgets. That these particular areas cause consid-
erable conflict is not surprising, as department chairs are
active faculty members as well as administrators. This
specific dichotomy is evident in Kapel's study (1979).
Some department chairs' answers were like faculty; others
answered more like deans and central administrators.

A statistically significant correlation exists between the
presence of role conflict with decreased job satisfaction for
department chairs (Carroll 1976). This finding is consistent
with observations in many organizational settings, which
show that role conflict contributes to low job satisfaction,
low confidence in the organization, and high job-related
tension (Kahn et al. 1964). Tighter budgets are only likely
to heighten these problems.

The central problem appears to be the growing demands
for accountability in departments at the same time that
resources for departments are reduced. This changes the
character of academic leadership so that "leaders must
mediate between an increased number of constituencies
both within and outside the academic department,
constituencies that press a number of conflicting criteria
for decision-making" (Booth 1982, p. 22, citing Smelser
and Content 1980, p. 172).

[hough aspects of their responsibilities for personnel
and program development are apparently satisfyi:T, for
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some department chairs (McLaughlin, Montgomery, and
Ma ;pass 1975), the position clearly involves considerable
role conflict. As department chairs make decisions under
conditions of economic constraint, this conflict becomes
more apparent.

Lower-level Administrators
Many studies have been done on aspects of the work
experience of lower-level and entry-level administrators,
particularly in student personnel. These studies are usually
narrowly focused, however, and generally do not compre-
hensively describe or analyze the work experience of
lower-level administrators. Within the scope of this re-
search report, it has not been possible to review carefully
the many individual studies. The work experience of entry-
level admissions counselors, financial aid counselors,
personnel counselors, resident heads, development offi-
cers, institutional research assistants, and other lower-
level administrators may be similar in some ways to that of
mid-level administrators, but a comprehensive and analytic
review of past research and the gaps in it is needed.

Summary
Administrators differ in their hierarchical level and their
functional responsibilities. Like faculty, administrators at
all levels are being asked to do more with less. Administra-
tors are particularly sensitive to their institutions' dual
organizational structure. Deans and department chairs
operate in the bureaucracy and the collegium at the same
timeand are subject to the pressures of both worlds.
Those who work almost exclusively in the bureaucratic
structure fit l that the collegial structure impinges on their
work and sense of self, even as the bureaucratic structure
is gaining in dominance. While they are moving toward
greater professionalization, middle administrators must
continue to accept lower status, limited participation in
institutional decision making, ambiguous roles, and few
opportunities for advancement.
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CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
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Policy Implications
Retrenchment raises questions that have not yet been
explored sufficiently in the literature on work. What ap-
proaches will enable the widest participation in the difficult
decisions that must be made? How can opportunities for
professional growth be improved when budgetf are being
cut and options for mobility frozen? Perhaps the most
important question of all concerns the commitment of
those who work in higher education. Under the conditions
colleges and universities will be facing in the 1980s and
1990s, how will the generally high commitment of faculty,
administrators, and support staff be maintained?

Recent studies of different employee groups show that
the intrinsic characteristics of work, satisfaction, and
commitment remain quite stable. At the same time, many
faculty members and administrators are experiencing a
decline in the extrinsic aspects of their work. A general
"speed-up"more work for the same payis occurring.
Role conflict, stress, and limited time appear to be increas-
ing. For many faculty and administrators, opportunities for
mobility are very limited and morale is lower. On many
campuses, the physical plant is not maintained to the same
standard that it previously was. Though it is open only to
speculation, the quality of work life for clerical and sup-
port staff is probably also less positive than in years past.

What can be done in this situation? The current litera-
ture on effective organizations (Kanter 1983; Naisbitt 1982;
Peters and Waterman 1982) leads to the following recom-
mendations: (1) Leaders of colleges and universities must,
pay more attention to articulating their institutions' pur-
poses; (2) task and decision-making structures must be-
come more collaborative and less hierarchical; (3) persua-
sive programs for career planning and for the development
of all employees must be instituted.

Pay more attention to articulating purposes
Relatively separate structures for administrators and
ulty have been acceptel er the years. Now, however, a
struggle seems to be underway between the bureaucratic
and the collegial structures, and the bureaucratic stricture
seems to be gaining. This gain is not because senior admin-
istrators arc power-hungry people; many of them are
narmcr faculty memhers (Moore 1983a) who have probably
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resisted the centralization of power. In tact, many adminis-
trators, "from presidents on down, feel almost over-
whelmed by demands of the bureaucracy that call for
accountability but provide few rewards and give campus
leaders little freedom to make their own decisions" (Carne-
gie Foundation 1982, p. 89). Presidents, deans, and their
staffs do not necessarily gain as the bureaucratic structure
expands.

The situation is vastly more complicated, more struc-
tural. While individual faculty members may continue to -
find their lives as academics personally satisfying, the
academic corporate body has lost its sense of purpose.
Splintered by differences among the disciplines in perspec-
tive and method and organized into derartments, the
faculty, particularly in universities, has been unable to act
together on anything significant for a long time. This prob-
lem was not serious when enrollments were up and re-
search money was plentiful. But as funds have shrunk, the
faculty has trapped itself in the discipline-bound structure.
Faculty find themselves competing with one another across
departmentsnow. even within departmentsfor portions
of a smaller pie. Individuals or hands ot-fiteulty occasion-
ally break out, but they nay a high price in lost time, few
rewards, and isolation--as they struggle, along with their
colleagues, to teach more courses, write more articles, and
serve on more committees.

The shift in power to the administration is more than a
matter of "governance." It also affects the "normative
orientation" (Etzioni 1961)the soulof higher educ-lioon.
''Utilitarian orientations curdle idealism. This is an espe-
cially dangerous situation ii the tenured faculty, who will
on the whole stay around, turn their wits to "getting
theirs. Tine servers, apparatchiks, and operators have
always been around. but t)ey were exceptions rather than
the rule..

1igher education has always run on the commitment of
its employees to do more. Commitment is a precious re-
source, one that turns out to be a key to the ?roductivity
and effectiveness of most organizations (Katf.ell, Yanke-
lovich et al. 1975: Peters and Waterman 1982). Employees'
commitment is based on a sense that the insjtution in
which they work is worthy and cares about them. Leaders
are crucial in shaping the atmosphere that gives rise to

Task and
decision-making
structures
must become
more
collaborative
and less
hierarchical.
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these feelings. Indeed, most effective organizations have
leaders who constantly articulate their institutions' beliefs.
In coping with financial problems, marry leaders of colleges
and universities have forgotten that the prime activity for
managers is to shape the culture of their institutions (Peters
and Waterman 1982). These leaders could learn a good deal
froM colleges of character, which have managed to survive
against many odds (Clark 1970; Martin 1982).

Make task and decision-making structures more collaborative
In business and industry, much attention is being directed
to Japanese techniques for management (Ouchi 1981).
Cultural differences make importation of such techniques
into American settings complex and far from automatic.
Nevertheless, certain principles seem to apply to the
United States. Effective organizational structures are
flexible, staffing is rather lean, and communication fre-
quent and direct. Subunits have permeable boundaries,
and work groups shift as new needs arise. While their
organizational charts may look messyif they have any at
alland their hierarchies flat, such organizations do their
work creatively and efficiently.

Colleges and universities are traditional organizations
and rightly so. The commitment to collegiality, to tenure,
to the protection of the cultural heritage have all insulated
higher education from the vagaries of the market. It is now
known from the literature on effective organilations that it
is not tradition, which after all is the basis for the sense of
purpose in many colleges and universities, but the centrali-
zation of power and the bureaucratization of decision mak-
ing that threaten higher education, just as they threaten
other organizations (Kanter 1983; Naisbitt 1982; Peters and
Waterman 1982). For whether they are traditional or non-
traditional, effective organizations make the best use of
their employees by encouraging collaboration in the pursuit
of their goals. People writing about higher education are
starting to examine the importance of collaboration in
colleges and universities (Nichols 1982; Spiro and Camp-
bell 1983). The participatory approach to managementor
a consultive approach to decision making in academecan
lead to consensus and better understanding.

Consultation involves opening decision-making proc-
esses to concerned constituencies holding diverse points
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of view in the hope that reasoned discourse and patient,
far-ranging discussion may lead to consensus on issues
or to better mutual understanding of the needs, goals,
and interests of each group involved (Powers and
Powers 1983, P. 219).

Consultive decision making involves the participation of
employees at all levels in decisions that affect\them. A key
to this participation is full availability of the infdrmation
needed to make decisions in a form that employees can
understand and use (Peters and Waterman 1982). A leader
does not abdicate responsibility by using a participatory
approach. Leaders still must make hard decisions, but they
do so by involving as many people as possible in develop-
ing ideas, writing and discussing position papers, and \
building support for the best decision.

While time is required for people to develop the skills ,
that contribute to good participatory decision making and a
certain amount of time is also needed for deliberation, the
advantages of consultive decision making outweigh the
disadvantages (Powers and Powers 1983). It generates
many good ideas; because information is gathered widely
and the knowledge and skills of many people are used,
better decisions result. Consultive decision making also
supports people's needs for personal achievement, auton-
omy, and psychological growth. It often increases the
productivity of faculty, administrators, and staff who
understand how and why a decision is reached. And,
finally, participatory decision making increases the legiti-
macy of decisions and the trust and understanding of
constituent groups.

These ideas are intriguing, and they are worth pursuing
seriously as they become perfected in other sectors. The
translation of practices suitable for business and industry
into colleges and universities will require great sensitivity
and sophistication. While Powers and Powers (1983) pro-
vide a framework for efforts of this kind, specific examples
of successful participatory decision making in higher
education will take some time to develop. Those colleges-,
and universities where faculty members are collaborating
to improve the undergraduate curriculum provide some
examples from which we can learn (Gaff 1983; Gamson
forthcoming).
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These efforts will succeed to the extent that faculty,
administrators, and staff members feel that they are full,
participating, valued citizens of their institutions. This
process will be slow and difficult for the many institutions
that have lostor never hada community. No simple
formulas work under conditions of retrenchment (Jedamus,
Peterson, and Associates 1980; Mingle and Associates
1981). One obvious aspect of the problem is that workers
in higher educationfaculty members in particularare
not rewarded for being "citizens."

Institute career planning and development for all employees
Faculty, even in teaching-oriented institutions, are pro-
moted and given salary increases according to the number
of articles and books they publish. While publications may
bring luster to scholars in their disciplines and reflected
glory (as well as much-coveted overhead monies) to their
institutions, they do not help much in the daily life of
institutions. Nor do they contribute significantly to the
central purpose of most colleges and universitiesunder-
graduate teaching. These schools must stop emulating the I
research universities, which are more in the business of
producirg knowledge than of teaching, and rebalance the
emphasis on scholarship versus teaching and service. It is
only then that faculty will be willing and able to engage in,

collaborative work and consultive decision making.
Coincident with a fouls on the reward structure should

be an all-out effort to expand the mobility and choice of the
individuals working in higher education. Several research-
ers have suggested approaches to faculty development, lind
some of these ideas could be adopted for administrators
and staff well (Schurr 1980; Shulman 1980, 1983;
Toombs and Marlier 1981: West 1980). Innovative arrange-
ments of workload might be developed to stimulate facility
members' growth (Shulman 1980). Recommendations ;
include in-house visiting leetureship programs in which
professors are selected to serve as resource people to Other
faculty members and special lecturers for classes other
than their own. Professors also could be given short ad-
ministrative assignments to expand their knowledge and
experience. To retrain professors for new areas of teach-
ing; universities and colleges might develop summer or
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year-long internships in government or industry and ex-
change programs with other academic and nonacademic
institutions (Schurr 1980; Toombs and Marlier 1981). Op-
tions include early retirement plans with cash settlements
and partial benefits typically awarded only at retirement.
Phased retirement, allowing for several years of part-time
employment, is another possibility.

The problem of limited mobility must also be faced.
Schurr (1980) recommends that foundations or government
agencies organize "a concerted program of collecting,
refining, developing and dissemi,1:ing model institutional
policies which both involve faculty members in dealing
with career constraints and enable faculty members to
develop career options" (p. 20). Other ideas include sum-
mer workshops at which campus teams could share ideas
and develop strategies to deal with problems of mobility,
multicampus career planning centers and libraries, and
publication programs on career options. Several cooperat-
ing institutions or foundations could provide emergency
assistance for terminated faculty members (Schurr 1980).

Little has been written about the need to provide career
planning and opportunities for growth for administrative
and staff members. The rapid diffusion of human resource
development programs and quality circles in business and
industry is an important source of ideas for higher educa-
tion (Bowles, Gordon, and Weisskopf 1983; Simmons and
Mares 1983; Yankelovich and ImmerWahr 1983).

While the results of the recommended efforts cannot be
predicted exactly, they are clearly worth undertaking. For
it is only now that it is being recognized that the structures
that worked in the expansionary period are not working
well now: While colleges and universities do not have
much controi over their external resources, they can gen-
erally choose how to distribute their resources internally,
according to what principles and which procedures. The
response to constraint in the past decade has been to push
existing structures and the people in them to their limits
and hope for the best. But no one seems to gain from such
organizational naiveté. It is time to learn from the best
organizational research and practice. If the imagiration and
resources that are directed to stud yingother que, ions

were to be turned to colleges :Ind universities as. work-
places, we might find that more rational, less costly ways
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are available to confront economic problems while remain-
ing faithful to the highest ideals of higher education.

Research Agendas
The enormous amount of literature on higher education
hardly ever looks at how colleges and universities operate
as workplaces or how the questions that are investigated
whether they be planning strategies, governance struc-
tures, or curricular changeaffect the way employees
work. On the other hand, the well-developed literature on
worklife in business and industry rarely touches public
sector organizations, let alone colleges and universities.

This report has discussed the peculiarities of colleges
and universities as a categorythe interpenetrating bu-
reaucratic and collegial structures, the strange varieties of
organizational politics, the mixtures of centralization and
decentralization. Compared tb the private sector, wages
and salaries in colleges and universities are often lower
and opportunities for advancement are more limited. Psy-
chic rewards have, however, been high, and work has
been more varied and autonomous than in other kinds of
organizations.

These findings may have been framed by a certain his-
torical period. Some evidence already shows that what was
thought to be generally truethat faculty, for instance, are
motivated primarily by intrinsic rather than extrinsic re-
wardsmay be most characteristic of the expansionary
period. To be sure, changes occur slowly and at different
rates (if at all) in different kinds of institutions. On this as
well as other matters, comparative research is needed.
Making use of instruments developed to describe and
diagnose the nature of worklife in other settings (Hackman
and Oldham 1980; Inl,:t:ute for Social Research 1980;
Quinn and Mangione 1970: Quinn and Shepard 1974) as
well as instruments already developed (Austin forthcom-
ing; Bowling Green 1980), studies of different employee
groups must be done in a variety of colleges and universi-
ties. Account should be taken of the differences related to
such variables as size, selectivity, and public or private
support that have emerged in several studies as important
correlates of work attitudes and activities in higher educa-
tion.
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Throughout the text important questions and gaps are
noted. (Tables V, VI, and VII in the appendix summarize
areas for future research.) Because there is very little
research about the work experience of clerical and other
support staff, they are rot discussed in this monograph.
But these employees have skills that can be used in other
types of organizations. and they should be studied. What
attracts them to the academic environment? They are
essential to the smooth daily operation of their workplaces;
understanding the nature of their work and the sources of
their frustrations and satisfactions is therefore critical.
Women, minorities, and part-time employees, who tend to
be concentrated in the lower ranks, should be the focus of
more research. Interestingly, the literature on industry and
business has focused on the work experience of those
lower in the hierarchy and less on those in middle and top
management. In contrast, the literature on higher educa-
tion has had a more elite bias, more frequently examining
faculty and senior administrators with less attention to
lower-level administrators and support staff.

Anotherarea meriting special attention concerns the
Measurement of productivity in higher education. It is
assumed that satisfaction, opportunities for participation,
autonomy, power, and mobility increase productivity and
quality, but the literature contains enough controversy
about this assumption (Berg et al. 1978; Blumberg 1968;
Heckscher 1980; Katz and Kahn 1978) that it is worth
special attention in colleges and universities, whose prod-
ucts and organizational structures are quite different.

Collective bargaining is not considered in this review,
but collective bargaining among university employees may
he a reaction to the increasing pressures on higher educa-
tion. While a substantial body of literature is developing on
this topic (Angell and Kelley 1977; Kemerer and Baldridge
1975, 1981; Lee 1978, 1982; Mortimer and McConnell
1978), research should consider particularly the implica-
tions of unions for decision-making power, self-perception,
and role conflict among administrators, faculty, and staff.
The structure of governance of universities and colleges
and the peculiar role of professors bring vexing questions
as collective bargaining is introduced into higher education.

In addition to further study within colleges and universi-
ties, research should also compare higher education with
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other sectors. While research funds for large comparative
studies are secondary analysis of data sets on
worklife in other organizations or from national samples is
possible, if not always ideal. Comparisons with business -or
industrial settings or with government or service agencies
may highlight the uniqueness of universities and colleges as
well as the ways in which they are similar to other work-
places. Do particular groups of university employees
clericals or administrators, for exampleexperience thcir
work Ue their counterparts in other organizations, or are
tht.'y more like other employees in colleges and universi-
ties, like the faculty? Comparative study with service and
business organizations may provide useful ideas for col-
leges and universities dealing with retrenchment.

This research agenda has both practical and theoretical
implications. Colleges and universities as they function as
workplaces are microcosms for investigating basic ques-
tions about how organizations and individuals respond to
scarcity. In an institutional sector as central as higher
education to the fortunes of the nation, this is a critical
applied question as well.
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APPENDIX

Tables I. 11, Ill, and IV summarife the research on various
aspects of the work experience of faculty members, presi-
dents, mid-level administrators, and other administrators,
respectively. Each table is divided into sections paralleling
the major topical areas of the text. The studies that support
the major research findings are also listed.

Tables V, VI, and VII present important issues and
questions not yet answered concerning the work experi-
ence of faculty, administrators, and support staff, respec-
tively. They too are divided according to the major areas
discussed in the text.
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TABLE I
SUMMARY OF RECENT RESEARCH ON THE WORK

EXPERIENCE OF FACULTY MEMBERS

Topic Major Research Findings

Extrinsic fac- Ativities and workload
tors in work Expectations of others

are often ambiguous and
conflicting.

The greatest source of
role strain is excessive
demands to perform
discrete tasks.

Work week averages 44
to 55 hours.

The allocation'of faculty
members' time is related
to the type of institution.

The great majority of
faculty prefer teaching.
but faulty members are
directing increasing atten-
tion to research and are
publishing more in recent
years.

Opportunity structure
Limited opportunity for
mobility exists within
faculty members' own
institutions and into 0C,..r
institutions.

Bibliographic
Reference

Blau 1973; Ladd
1979; Rich and
Jolicoeur 1978

Baldwin and
Blackburn 1981;
Bess 1982;
Larkin and
Clagett 1981;
Wenclel 1977

Ladd 1979;
Shulman 1980;
Wendel 1977

Baldridge et al.
1978; Fulton
and Trow 1974;
Ladd 1979; Rich
and Jolic,,eur
1978; Shulman
1980; Willie and
Stecklein 1981

Ladd and Lip-
sett 1975, 1977;
Rich and Joli-
coeur 1978;

Stecklem 1981

Keyfitz 1975:
Schurr 1980
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Reo..ata/ trinima.
Financial compensation
for faculty is dropping in
comparison to cost-of-

ing increases.

Intrinsic dimen- Little empirical stud: lias
sions in work heen'perforined:

observation and r-tecula-
tion are available 'o date.

Power and
participation

Faculty have most influ-
ence on academic ap-
pointments and least on
financial matters.

The size, complexity, and
prestige of the institution
are strongly and posi-
tively related to faculty
members' autonomy and
power.

Faculty members' rank
and credentials are re-
lated positively to their
influence: status and
expertise are the key
variables.

Faculty influence at pub-
lic universities and pri-
vate nondenominational
institutions is greater than
at puNic colleges and
denominational institu-
tions.

Faculty members' partici-
pation in governance at
institutions of all types
has declined sharply over
the last decade.

Anderson 1983;
Carnegie Coun-
cil 1980

Baldridge et al.
1973; Kenen
and Kenen
1978; Mortimer,
Dunne, and
Leslie 1976

Baldridge et al.
1973; Blau 1973;
Ecker 1973:
Kenen and
Kenen 1978:
Light 1974:
Ross 1977:
Stonewater
1977

Baldridge et al.
1973: Ecker
1973: Kenen
and Kenen
1978; Light
1974: Ross 1977

Cares and
Blackburn 1978;
Kenen and
Kenen 1978

Anderson 1983
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Relationship to
the organization

Outcomes

Institutional loyalty is
related to faculty mem-
bers' status in the institu-
tion, profession, and
discipline. As status in
the institution increases,
institutional loyalty in-
creases.

Organizational loyalty
and professional commit-
ment seem to vary inde-
pendently.

Productivity and perfor-
e

Institutional quality and
"colleague climate" are
the strongest predictors
of productivity as in;a-
sured by the amount of
research.

Th_ relationship between
age and research produc-
tivity follow a saddl.:-
shi.ped curve.

So 'i.sjiwrion
Satisfaction among fac-
ulty is relatively high,
though the percentage
reporting indifference or
dissatisfaction is increas-
ing.

Intrinsic factors are more
significant than extrinsic
factors in explaining job
satisfaction. The nature
of the work itself, auton-
omy, relations with oth-
ers in the institution, and
the opportunity to work

Blau 1973;
Kenen 1974;
Lewis 1967;
Nandi 1968;
Parsons and
Platt 1968;
Razak 1969;
Spencer 1969

Razak 1969

Behymer 1974;
Blau 1973;
Finkelstein
1978; Fulton
and Trow 1974

Bayer and Du,-
ton 1977; Black-
burn, Behymer,
id Ha:. 1978;

Fulton and
:row 1974; Pelz
and Ane..rews
1976

Bennett and
Griffitt 1976;
Willie and
Stecklein 1981

Bennett and
Griffitt 1976;
Bess 1981;
Cohen 1973;
Willie and
Stecklein 1981;
Winkler 1982
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with students are espe-
cially important factors. .

Extrinsic factorsespe-
cially salary levels. retire-
ment prospects, time
constraints, and Lick of
equipment, budgetary,
and secretarial support
appear to he important
determinants of job dis-
satisfaction.

Faculty are quite satisfied
with the academic career
in general. regardless of
the type of institution or
their age or sex.

Morale
Faculty morale has been
declining over the last
decade.

A major factor contribut-
ing to positive morale and
satisfaction is involve-
ment in planning and
governance.

Bureau of Insti-
tutional Re-
search 1974:
Clark and
Blackburn 1973:
Ladd 1979

Gaff and Wilson
1975; Willie and
Stecklein 1981

Anderson 1983

Anderson 1983
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TABLE H
SUMMARY OF RECENT RESEARCH ON THE WORK

EXPERIENCE OF PRESIDENTS

Topic Major Research Findings

Extrinsic fac Activities and workload
tors in work Many diverse demands

are placed on presidents.

Great time pressures are
sometimes a source of
dissatisfaction.

Intrinsic dimen-
sions in work

Opportunity structure
Few opportunities exist
for comparable new posi-
tions after a presidency.

Reward structure
Salary levels for college
and university presidents
are lower than for compa-
rable positions in busi-
ness or industry.

The position of president
is intrinsically lonely,
although it confers high
status on the individual.

Expectations are unclear.
although the president is
under constant scrutiny.

The position confers a
high degree of autonomy
and power, although
current pressures may
threaten autonomy. espe-
cially in centralized state
systems.

The president's power is
especially high in estab-
lishing budget priorities,
long-range planning,
personnel policy and

Bibliographic
Ref' :rence

Cohen and
March t974

Buxton, Prit-
chard, and
Buxton 1976;
Kauffman 1980

Cohen and
March 1974;
Kauffman 1980

Bowen 1978

Cohen and
March 1974;
Kauffman 1980:
Nason 1980a
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Outcomes

selection. program devel-
opract. and decisions
concerning the physical
plant.

Satisfaction results from
the challenge of the cork
decision making, auton-
orn, relationships with
students. faculty. and
administrators, and con-
trihutions to society.

M Dissatisfaction is asso-
ciated with external pres-
sures on colleges and
universities: economic
pressures: limited time:
constraints on the author-
ity of presidents in cen-
tralized state systems.

Buxton. Prit-
chard. and
Buxton 1976:
Kanter 1979:
Solomon and
Tierney 1977

Buxton. Prit-
chard, and
Buxton 1976:
Kauffman 198()
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TABLE III
SUMMARY OF RECENT RESEARCH ON THE WORK

EXPERIENCE OF MID-LEVEL ADMINISTRATORS

Topic Major Research Findings

Extrinsic fac- Activities and workload
tors in work Limited time is a source

of frustration.

9 Actual tasks vary de-
pending on the specific
area of administration; in
general, the- trend is to-
ward increasing speciali-
zation.

Intrinsic dimen-
sions in work

Power and
participation

Opportunity structure
Opportunities for upward
mobility are limited.

Reward structure
Salaries are lower than
for comparable positions
in business or industry.

Tensions are inherent in
the relationship between
faculty and staff.

With the increasing num-
ber of mid-level adminis-
trators in recent decades,
the status for some has
dropped.

The autonomy to imple-
ment decisions may be
quite high, but the power
to make policy is limited.

Mid-level administrators
have little power to make
broad institutional poli-
cies but have daily re-

Bibliographic
Reference

Scott 1978

Anselm 1980:
Scott 1978

Kanter 1979;
Scott 1978,
I979c

Scott 1978

Anselm 1980;
Baumgartel
1976; Scott
1978; Thomas
1978

Scott 1978

Anselm 1980;
Kanter 1978:
Scott 1978

Anselm 1980;
Kanter 1978;
Scott 1978
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ponsibilit:to implement
policies.

Relationship to Organizatiimal commit- Thomas 1978
the organi/ation mem is mbre strongly

related to' intrinsic factors
than to c(\ trinsic factors:
rganit4tional commit-

ment ip.treases as respon-
sihilit y. freedom. and
status increase.

i
Outcomes Admitfistrators indicate Baldridge et

i

al.
that they are quite satis- 1978: Scott
tied With their work. 1978: Solomon

and Tierney
1977

Dissatist action is related
to limited opportunities
for ads ancement, limited
time. and insufficient
resources and st,!1.
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TABLE IV
SUMMARY OF RECENT RESEARCH ON THE WORK

EXPERIENCE OF OTHER ADMINISTRATORS

Type of Bibliographic
Administrator Major Research Findings Reference

Deans and Role conflict
department Conflict between deans Okun 1981

chairs and faculty increases as
deans acquire more con-
trol over budgets, hiring,
and policy making.

Role conflict is built into Bragg 1980;

the roles Of deans and Carroll 1976
department chairs. The
greatest conflict is over
such personnel decisions
as promotion and .salary
levels.

Satisfactions
Deans and department
ehairs'report less job
satisfaction,than chief
executive officers.

A negative correlation
exists between role con-
flict and job satisfaction
for department chairs.

Lower-level While many studies have
administrators been done on specific .

aspects of the work of
lower-level administra;
tors (especially student
personnel administra-
tors), few major studies
bring together the individ-
ual studies.

Solomon and
Tierney 1977

Carroll 1976
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TABLE V
DIRECTIONS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH ON THE
WORK EXPERIENCE OF FACULTY MEMBERS

Topic Issues and Questions

Extrinsic [tic- Actii ities. and tvarhioad
tors in work How do activities of faculty members in the

various disciplines differ?

Faculty workload becomes a sensitive and
difficult issue in times of retrenchment. How
can workload he allocated to take into ac-
count discipline. institutional type, and
individual interests?

What new mixtures of responsibilities for
teaching and research can he designed that
reach beyond traditional disciplinary bound-
aries?

Opportunity .structure
I-low can career options and development he
expanded for young scholars as well as for
senior faculty members?

The specific problems of terminated faculty
members have been largely ignored. How
can these individuals be assisted?

Reward structure
Few good models exist to enall!_: cross-
institutional comparisons of salary and com-
pensation.

Intrinsic dimen- The intrinsic dimensions of faculty work are
sions in work largely unstudied. Empirical research should

examine the degree of autonomy. variety.
and feedback in faculty members' work.

To what extent is faculty work varied? To
what extent is variety diminished in situa-
tions where mobility is unlikely? What
structural appi oaches might increase the
variety of faculty work despite decreasing
options fOr mobility?

Under the impact of external pressures, are
individual faculty members experiencing a
decline in their control over their daily
work?
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How do faculty members do their scholarly
work? Would greater encouragement and
reward for collaborative work he one way to
increase faculty members' vitality?

Power and The trend toward centralization of decision
participation making in universities and colleges should

he examined. What is the extent of this
trend and what are its effects on faculty
members?

Studies link institutional size, complexity,
and quality to greater autonomy and power
for faculty. but little research analyzes dif-
ferences in faculty power and participation
according to institutional type.

"lb what extent and on what issues do fac-
ulty members want to participate in decision
making? What are the differences between
their desire for autonomy over their own
work and their desire to participate in deci-
sions of an institutional nature?

The terms "power," "influence," "auton-
omy," and "participation" must be more
clearly distinguished in the literature and
research.

Relatioh%ip to Individual /institutional goal congruence
the organization How does individual/institutional goal con-

gruence relate to the nature of faculty -nem-
hers' work experience?

Under what conditions are institutional goal
ambiguity and individual/institutional goal
conflict most pronounced and deF.-uctive?

Loyalty and commitn:,,nt
ResearCh has not examined the nature of
facultymembers' loyalty to their institu-
tions/What promotes and what detracts
front the organizt,tional loyalty and commit-
ment of faculty members?

Under what conditions de, faculty members
forf:o salary and benefit advantages in ef-
'orts to help institutiorn; under economic
constraint'?
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Outcomes Productivity and performance
o Though advances are being made, more

research is needed on ways to measure the
outcomes of faculty work.

* Studies of the effectiveness of teaching are
difficult to compare, because different crite-
ria 1,ild measures are used. More work is
needed in this area.

Satisfaction
More research is needed concerning the
relationship between faculty members' par-
ticipation, autonomy, and power and their
satisfaction.

* How does institutional stress affect faculty
members' satisfaction?

Aforale
What promotes and detracts from faculty
members' morale?
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TABLE VI
DIRECTIONS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH ON THE

WORK EXPERIENCE OF ADMINISTRATORS

Ttipic Issues and Questions

Presidents/Senior Officers
To what extent do college and university
presidents feel that their opportunities for
mobility are limited? Does a sense of limited
options for mobility affect their work?

What are the effects of economic pressures
and centralized decision making on the way
in which presidents feel about their posi-
tions? How do such pressures affect their
satisfaction? Their level of stress?

Vice presidents have not been studied much
as a distinct group. While the position may
be somewhat similar to the presidency, the
dynamics peculiar to that post should be
analyzed.

Extrinsic fac-
tors in work

Deans/Department Chairs
Role conflict becomes particularly strong for
deans and department chairs when budgets
are tight. Further research on the effects of
increasing role conflict for these administra-
tors is needed.

Mid-level Administrators

Activities and workload
What will be the effects of increasing spe-
cialization on the ways in which mid-level
administrators experience their work?

Opportunity structure
To what extent do mid-level administrators
perceive that their options for advancement
are limited? How do their perceptions affect
their work experience?

How can colleges and universities provide
opportunities for growth for administrators
even when movement to new positions is
limited?
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Reward structure
What do mid-level administrators perceive
as valuable rewards for their contributions
to their institutions?

How can colleges and universities provide a
desirable reward system even in times of
retrenchment? How can declining morale
and increasing resentment be prevented if
salary levels do not keep pace with rewards
to other employees?

ntrinsi, dimen- Much remains to be learned about the intrin-
ions in sic dimensions of administrators' work:

variety, professional status, autonomy.

What affects the status of mid-level adminis-
trators? How are they perceived by others
in their institutions?

'ower and To what extent do mid-level administrators
larticipation actually desire to participate in broad insti-

tutional decision making?

To what extent do mid-level administrators
"burrow" into their own offices and respon-
sibilities in response to exclusion from
power?

How do middle administrators respond
when they are excluded from institutional
decision making but must implement such
decisions?

telationship to What encourages and what detracts from the
he organization commitment of mid-level administrators to

their institutions?

What is the relationship between the extent
of mid-level administrators' institutional
commitment and such outcomes as produc-
tivity, performance, and satisfaction?

outcomes Productivity and performance
Administrators' work rarely is evaluated
systematically or regularly. What measures
could be used to evaluate the quality of
work and productivity of administrators?
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Satisfaction
Further research on those factors that con-
tribute to and detract from administrators'
satisfaction would be useful.

Morale
Despite limitations on mobility and salary
levels, particularly in periods of retrench-
ment, how can institutions build high morale
among mid-level administrators?

Lower-level Administrators
The research on this administrative group is
not very extensive. Studies should examine
the tasks, work environment, intrinsic and
extrinsic work characteristics, and satisfac-
tion of entry- and lower-level administra-
tors.
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TABLE VII
DIRECTIONS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH ON THE

WORK EXPERIENCE OF SUPPORT AND CLERICAL
STAFF

Issues and Questions

What attracts individuals to the academic
environment, even though they have skills
that make them very employable in other
kinds of organizations?

To what extent are they committed to their
institutions? Why?

How do the work and the work experience
of support and clerical staff in higher educa-
tion settings differ from those of similar
employees in business, government, or
service organizations?
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